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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF CO MERLE

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATI NS /

STATEMENT OF 'MISSIOr4

'The mission of the Office of Telecommunications in the.Department
of Ctimmerce is to assist the Department in fostering, serving, and
prOmoting the nation's economic development And technological
advancement by improving man's,comprehension of telecommuni-
cation science and by assuring effective use and growth of the
nation's telecommunication resources.'

In carrying out this mission; tr Office

Conducts research needed in the evaluation and development
iof policy as required by the Depirtment qf Cornmerce
Assists other government agencies in the use of telecommuni-
cations

Conducts research, engineersing,, and analysis in the general
field of telecommunication science to- meet government needs

Acquires, analyzes, synthesizes, and disseminates information,
for the efficient,t use of the nation's telecommunication re-
sources. , ,

Performs analysis, engineering, and related' administrative
functions responsive to the needs of the Director of the Office
of Telecommunications Policy, EXecutive Office of the Presi-
dent, in the'performance of his responsibiliti6 for the manage-
ment of the radio spectrbm
Conducts research needed in the evaluation and develddthent
of telecommunication policy as required by the Office of Tele-

.communications Policy, pursuant to Executive Order 11556
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EXECUTIVE,SUMMANY

9

This report. describes an expe4ment-for .the operation of a
COmMunity4Information and Serviceff Center Acxqr), .a place
designed to contribute to improvements Tin'tle quality of life
of urban. residents. ,It is based on a 1971 recommendation ikon

. the. National Academy-of Engineering for an eiEpeximent to test
the use of telecommunications .to manage information needed by
urban- residents in. the conduct of their daily lives and
relations with their municipal governments.

Service delivery is inherently a labor intensive activity, and
the use, of modern teleCommunications should enable information
/transfet .between citizens and their governments to occur much
/more efficiently. ./A "minicolputer with supporting ,peripteral
equipment. is cited to enable on-line operation with a single
telephone number `for' citizen use in..communicating with the
municipal government. Each complaint' or request for services
can then be assigned a computer-generated serial number, date-
time group, and identity of the responsible city operating
department: when combined With the caller's identity. and
location, this information can.be..transmitted to the operating
department for action and inserted into a summarizing record.
This process is carried out while the caller is on the phone
with the .information practitioner and' the' operating depart-
ment, creating 'a condition of responsiveness on the,part of
the municipal government. Feedback Co the caller is provided
when action generated by the complaint is completed. The
summary records provide a basis for accountability by top city
management on departmental activities_

Problems of response and autonomy in collocating a CISC/with
an Emergency Operating Center are discussed as it has been
found by New York City that about one-half of the.911
are of a nonemergency nature.

)

A. body of data is presented to enable, construction WAD'
information data:base.' Guidelines for computei applicatiOn/S
transfer are presented. .Attention is also invited to pyoff
from a re4atively new position in this field, tha't. of .4ia
Base Manager.

....' /
,/

. Two other papers by the same author are Location Criteria/121
Community Information and Service CenteLs (CISC's) an,&:.PrOgras.
Im2Act Estimation for Community Information ABA. Serv.kgq
.Cenkers (CISC's): This present paper on concepts IOC/ CISC
activation brings to a close the work by the pOice of
TeAecoMmunications in this field. ,

,
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-PREFACE

This Taper is ...the first in a series on the concept and
activation of.one'or .sore Community Information and Services

(CISC's) in A'1,ive context. The CISC ideagrew out of
a'study, released in 1971 by the .'National Academy of Engineer-
ing., and- the 1972 paper by Siegel and Hiibner,.then at- the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,, suggesting
that an experimental program,be activated to deliver services'
to citizens via modern automated communications technology.

The subject of this paper is basic':CISC concepts, perceptions,
and preliminary plans, hopefully promoting CISC prototype
Activation in a number of cities and towns across the nation.
The CISC concept is based On two premises:,

0

(1) That informatiod useful to the'citizen can he rapidly
identified, moveld, prOcessed, and delivered;

(2) That municipalities-are in the business of delivering
services to their citizens.

Other papers in this series, deal with the measurement:of the
impact of a' CISC on a, local community, and location criteria
for CISC's.

c

Robert C. Powell, Chief
Telecommunications Analysis Division
Office of Telecommufiications
U. S. Department of Commerce

r
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,
:In preparing .this paper, the author found two books and/on../

document of particular relevance. -. One is entitled Information'
.Needs of Urban

.
Residents, published in.Decetber, 1973,by

Edward" S. Wprnq, of the Baltimore Regional planning CoonCil,
with Ann MArray, and Vernon' E. Palmour of Westat, Inc" under
an HEW Office- of'Education'tontract--the citation is Ref.' 5.
This trailblazing book. contains the resultsof'an'intensive
and `in-depth inve'tftigation into' information, needs of --1,'94
citizens in Baltimore, Maryland.' The ether book Fs 'a
volume entitleqPlanning Community Information Utilities.
:Content is a collection of papers written for,a conference on
that topic and convened by the AmeFican Federation of 4"
Information Processing Societies'. (AFIPS) . The contributed
papers were grouped "... into three areas cor.respon ing to
principal &mipohents-of a prototype plap": -- --

..%

k
.,

O

1. Information services

2. Sy§) teril design

Management L

Although the CISC discussed, in this pFesent paper. is not a t
utility in, the "sense of the' AF1PS paPets,. many' O. the ideas
and cdhcepts are applicable and gsefUL.for the CISC, since it
may well be a, prbtotype or proving- ground -for public
informatidn utilities of the neat futute. Ref. 1,1 cites this
book and a number of guotationvare taken from it.

Q V



Guidqlines for Pla ran Community Resource enters (CRC's);
The '. document m t,ioned above is entitled Performance

see /Ref.. ITT Ai t ough the point of departure is for the
expansion of services 'provided by libraries, much of the
;material presente is of very considerable use in planning for

CISCas describ d here. Quoting from the Introduction,
is hodgh orgnizational, managerial, and financial
con 'derations are reviewed,, the focus of thip guide is on
dev 'rig plarhing criteria for spaces required to house the

ivities." These criteria are presented in the form of a
series

as
ill strations, that trace the various, categories of

users as they ccupy a Center. Some'examples of such Centers
l \in America a d other countries are provided. It is the

-,.

,authorrs opini n that some of these places could be rpgarded
as luxurie's, but, it is well known that the luxurie of one
generation ar the commonplace of the next. On page ix, the
if ... progress on of activities...may be used by those who wish
to assemble all, informational, educational, and cultural
resources' o a community into a single ,center or a network of
centers". e appropriate use of technology--communications
and other- will probably make this id a practicable in, more
situations han are now dreamed of. App ndix A ists at least
14' catego ies of users; needs in columnar form, 'dentifying
the users, / their problems, needs,' services, facil ties, and
prototype progra s. As evidence of the new think ng in this
document,,attention is directed to the lower box in the middle
column o page 76 where such refreshing new signs as the
followin are foUnd: , e

"'ch ck"out' desk' instead of circulation desk'

gazines' instead of, periodicals

vefnment magazines' for documents

nformation services':to replace reference book'

ook index file' to indicate location of the card
catalog"

Appen ix .D dqntains a list of additional information sources,
including locations of training programs. The annotated
b'bliography has 98 citations. If the information handling
p ftions .of the CRC described in Ref. 14 is combined with the
t lecommunications textmology described. in this report, a
r ally efficient delivery operatiod,can occur. See Section
II.D for further abstracts from Ref. 14.

Ni'
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vommiguy-INV:40ATION AND.SEBVICRS CENTERS1(SUSCIS):
. _

CONCMTS E91 ACTIVATIO

Cleve Hopkins*

ABSTRACT

$1',Rhis paper sets forth the basic concepts, ideaS, perdeptions,
and) preliminary plans for promoting. CISC prototype activation .

in a number` of cities and towns across the nation.
e,

A Community ,Information and Services Center is a place where
residents of a' local community can receive answers to

questions that arise .from their relations with 1,he,.iocal
governmedt. °Other activities of the staff-in a C1SC are to

render some services 'and to collect information on citizen
attitudes toward local government and its programs. The basic
long-range objeiCti've of l CISC activation is to enable a much
More rapid and satisfying exch;Ae of information between
residents -And 1041 government using modern automated
telecommunications technology. This project stems from a 1971
National Academy of Engineering study that showed, from a poll'
of over)300 cities, that. the-CISC.is of the _highest priority
to aid in service decentralization in cities.

The -equipment needed ny au experiMental CISC is described.
Included alSo are discussions on location, staffing, costS, a

preliminary operational plan, enumeration oft ,possible

services, integ ation of emergency serviCes,''' computer

programming, an -a detailed itemization of the kindhu_of

information thi current research indicates is needed by°Urban
residents.

/
. 461

. *The work presented - in' paper ne by the. author just

)

prior to his retirement from the 1:7:::mmunications Analysis
-Division, Office of Telecommunications, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C. .20230. ais current address is
0005 Timber Creek Lane, Clarksburg, daryland 20734.

.
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INTRODUCTION

The - purpose of thi§.paper is to invite attentIob to automation
of the delivery ,,of information and some services to residentsof municipalities and.to deSCtibe:an experimental.proiect-.forthis purpose.-

"MuniciPalaties, Rt4tes .Provide a large
proportion of the 'services providedby all .govetnMental
units. 'Usually, deliveredditectly:to people, in homes,businessesand s hbois alictoisH,:the streets, -municipal.
servicesSignif-caatly-_shape) 'Perceived quality Of).ite.
Moreomet4 clank palserviCes-:azn big businesS; .the porethan 20,000 oval " OVern4ental units in the United
collectivelysOnnd.-Ovet-bne 'hundred billion dollars! perPear. 'O'

_ ."No 1PSs, than:other levelsfift -government, municipalities
require,." generate,' And-process largivolumes ,Oft.infocmation Auph'Of this informatibn is id40.1jv:suited torcopputetoceSSing. ,Yet puni 1 ..ComPtitet use `hasbarely begnn.ln' municipal se ices, tfierefore the

d .come:lo Play quite
mic ancl,social pressuresif :is catetnily

glamorous technolOgy
1. P=

computer - information
important
indicate tjiat it wil
conceived and designe
but to satisfy mug'

utility cou
t major ec
* do- so 0

not to s
alitiesinee

,increasing social Fresbuesmill no doubt influence the shape
of municipal service delivery, as those -'who are now .cind: haverecently been .'in schools and colleges across `the, nation:are
confronted.4it4 clbniempotary living. Ref.:2.

. ,
"Politlil. battle..2cties now iederging...dall/...for : moteresponsive ga-vernment4 n'end Pore ,localcotroW;-,fdV betierandegultable services, 4 di:. fot,lower and less onerous
taxes.: Most of theSe are historic demands, some datingback to the origins of the Republic. What is new and
needs to be taken ,-seriously is the support' many 'of

--,-- them now claim from all patts of the political spectrum.Furthermore, courts and ley.1.01,`tures : throughout the

action, further strengthenrkng t'is Wide base. All this/country are steadily 'translat'ng these principle into.

suggests an importantshiftin-lgovernmental values and in
.. ..

2
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the premises shapi-hg: Municipal ' services and - their

sFiipporting technologies" Ref: 1., p. 47.

In 1961, Lewis Mumford 'wrote as follows- -Ref.- 3:

'Municipal goVernment is mainly involved in the delivery
of basic-services to its citizens. However, inere,:, are

surprisingly few effectivechannels of communication
,between the local officials and the community at large.
Readily obtainable citizen ractioU,,,to city government is
animportaht requiremed fo quality service and yet .

'opinion surveys are uSu difficult and costly, if not
totlly imp° sible. The one-way characteristic of- the
ne-vPaper an broadcast media allow :only 'for minimal
citizen part cipation i decision making. (See Ref: 4 for
an.exampl of an opinion survey.)

"Xrdom the' citizen's point . of wiewe channels or any.
communication with city.governmeni often involve barriers
of frustration. .For .service requests, information, or
emergency 'aid the citizen is oft0;, faced with ,delayed
and /or 'inadequate response, aor, too_often with what he
considers no:response at all.

"'There is great need for techniques of,closinq the gap-
.between_the local:Aovernment and the community for the
purposes, of Stimulating citizen participation and
effectively bringing municipal pervices to the public."

"The, strongest 'impression': .that emerges' from the
available litera re is that the Average U.S Urban
resident is suffering' ftom a ^-.large and ever growing
information crisis: The primary evidence for this
,contention comes from studies showing that citizens. ate
_frustrated in their attemptS or Are unable to get infor-

,
Mation for- everyday problem solving:" Ref. 5, pp.. 18-19.
"The'.1ist of unanswered questions is Almost, overwhelming"
Ref. 5s, p. 41.

. .

From the.. report of the Federal Council for Science 'and

S`Technology Committee on kutomation,, OElortunities in the
Service AreasRef. 6, p. -,57=-the statement is found that

"-a.completely new developments are :appropriate to,our.

)

service economy. National computer,networks could, bring
cvast .productivity 'gains at low osts'in servic(s where

infb-rmation- exchange is basic. Examples 'Include
checkless-cashless transactidns, instant filing of tax
returns and receipt of tax refunds4 and vast expansions of
Our ability to exchan44 and analyze statistical data,"

3



'Again from Ref. "6 on p. 68:

"Computer networks as a manifestation of. automation-,
appear to make possible productivity gains in service
areas where _information exchange is basic. However,"in
all cases where new technology is introduced, hard
deCiions :have to be made ..as to whether resultant
productiviby4gaina are_ consistent with.\the changing goals
of society; further, new motivations may have to tie
offered to employees)as monetary Compensation becomeS less
attractive as an 'inducement_ to enhancing .prciductivity.".

In dune 1471, the Committee on Telecommunications of the
National Academy ot.. Engineering (NAE).submitted a report to

, the ,J.S. Department -of Housing and Urban' Development on
Communications Technology for Urban '14provement, prdikidinq
substantive detail on a number of possible projects designed
-to "...improve'city'living." InCluaed as 'Appendix C to the
MAE' report is an analysis of.responses:.by U.S. cities to a
questionnaire concerning "...potential Usefulness of the
projects to cities." The one .project >deemed of highest
priority by the cities was the Community Information Center
(CIC). This response .indicated that many'of the cities are
trying to decentralize their responsibility for the delivery
of services in order to dealienate their constituents and to
provide a beginning atmosphere for social changes leading to a

' better life fcr city residents. The 1972 paper by Siegel and
/Hiigner, bdth then in the Office of the AsSistant. Secretary
for Resear6A and Technology, U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban'-DevelopMent, suggested that the use of two-way cable
communications .between .residents and their local governments
"...presents new opportunities for delivering social services,
in a. cost effective. manner," and that this mode may be
superior to the present systed of service delivery. Although
unanswered 'questions are at hand - -as is true ot.almost every
new application of technology-- Siegel and Efibner suggested an
experimental demonstration in a live context to "...remove the
uncertainty..." in a system based on the premise that econcmic
viability requires that many users whc want a wide variety of
s rvices will each have to pay apptopfiate fees to support the

t em.

In applying telecommuriications technology, it is essential to
.separate basic concept from eiguipment. In a rapidly
developing riela such as telecommunications, the embodiments
of a concept can change rapidly in form, cost, function, and
efficiency. Further,'the rapidity of this change can inhibit
application. Will equipment be obsclete ,before it is
installed? Will a system cost less and do more if we allow
five more years to pass betore buying the needed equipment?

a



Such queStions are a heimy buden-on the, public official who
must decide when/and' how' to spend public', funds. Such rapid,
change priy be a sign bf vigor and a promise of significant
gains in/efficiency and flexibility to come; but. it can also
inhibit/ application because of the fear that commitment will
.foreclose opportunities to utilize future, improvements.
Equipmant.leasing is a way to.circumvent this situation. fief-

.

7.
ti

*

.Those who advocate'a CISC oust answer thiS basic question: Why
should a city have a CISC? Any such. activity must compete
with others for lice-ry scathe public funds--for streets,
education, housing, water, sanitation,' and health are among
others - -'as well as 'Ywith other users- of computers such is

'''.4al.
icy-rh red

d research staffs and the wide range of batch and
time-s computer services that are now increasingly
available. The CISC 'should help .E.O

()
(1) Improve the quality and effectiveness of important

current services;
(2) Pliivide kinds or quallties:of service not now

availablq; .

(3) Achieve tighly valued principles--iot example, by
improving equity'in the distribution of service. costs
and benefits, or by making .municipal government more
adaptive indrreSponsive to changing citizen needs.

..,:....-,.

... and desires;
(4) Reduce service costs; .:. .

(5) Increase revenues. Ref. 1, p. 48. .

1 Baltimore Was .selected as a locaticn,for the proposed. CISC A'
experiment because (1) it was one, of the original Urban
Observatory sites, (2) it is cloie to the Office of
Telecommunications in. Washington, D.C., (3) Mayor William.
Donald Schaefer has an interest in technology--evidenced by
his own Office of Telecommunications, . (4) it is more
representative of American cities than.Washington, D.C., and
(5) it has a'wide range of social and economic problems.

In his 1971 paper, Bet. El,' Stevens asked if new systemS of
citizen feedback using new technology could be' used to help

redress the imbalance- in political communication. (The
Establishment can use ,mass communicaticns to reach the people,
but the people have limited ways to -talk back to the
Establishment.) He suggested that if this can be done, the
COmmunications Revolution could be- as significant as the
Industrial Revolution. He drew the analogy of the Industrial
Revolution diminishing the power. of the economic -elite



compared to" the Coimunications Hevo ution diminishing the
. power of the "knowledge elite"--the PolitiCal Esta'blisharnt.

In Ref. 9 the -following statements-, are found: "As we arewinding up the first half of the TO's,.the emphasis of dataprocessing has turned .1() the optimization of resources andtechniques, as oppo'sed td, early atteipts'aerely to extend theuse of ccmptiterstb'a variety .of functions. The issue is no
.longer-a question of saving. money, ,by using computers'; nowthere is the distinct possibility of being unable to maintaina viable business witha4t the computer.." "Most leadingedgecOmpanies have recognized that 'data and not hardware ors ioftware s-the 'real wealth' and thus must be more carefullymanaged than in the past!!

If ,a. CISC.is activate\' overall firm management control' mustbeexercisg4 by top' municipal officials to actually bring,about more 'effiCieut delivery of those services the city now'tries to deliver. Responsibility must be assigned -for seeingto itlthat pubiicservices
are really delivered when and where /they b.re needed and that reasonable questions from. citizens/are answered. The use of technology is,not a magic wand whose'waving will remove all city service delivery problemsTechnology can assist substantially In this process if for .to.

other reason than to'ease the daily task of dealing, withmassive volumes of requests for various 4nds of services, andinformation. TeChnology does not provider melodramatic /Flanfor removing all citizen, complaints,' but. can provide thepath fb prompt channeling of requests for these ,services tothose 'who do' deliver them. Service delivery must-.then take'place as it iss now done; streets cleaned. and boles/ paved,sidewalk breaks repaired, tree lists removed, water mainsfixed, welfare referrals properly made and folloWed, parkskept in repair, and trash collected, to name aTechnology can assist in making the tracking _of cOmplaintSmoreepositive, .and in aaintaininq.accountability records fortbp 'pity management action.

This project for the enhancement cf urban information and,_.service delivery, ,whatever. its size. and: slope, should beattached to the Mayor's office so, that it will receive statf
and public visibility. .Technology can be-readily transferred,.if

n
it is coupled to'the political proces.

n



SECTION III

cisc OVERVIEW

A Community Iniotmatiot and ServiCes Center'(CISC) is.a place
where' residents of a community can receive answers to,
questions, that arise from their relations Lwith the local..
govertment and their environmental 'situation. Other
activities. of. the staff' in a CISC are to render some services
and to collect information on,citizen attitudes toward .local
government and its programs. The basiC long-range, objective,
of CISC activation is to enable a -much more rapia ,aAd
satiSfyin% exchange between residents and' local government
using ,imddern automated teleCommuniCations and information
management ) technology This project:. stems- from a 1971
National Academy of EngineeringANAE) /gtud,y that showed,. from
a poll of over 300 cities, that the C4C:is of the highest
priority to aid in service decentralization in cities:. Ref.
10.

.

The specific purposes-in activating a CISC. include:

Ttpeditious and responsible delivery. of existing city'
services.

(2) 'InforAation and referral on Services not offered. by
the city.

(3)-InformatiOn on plans, proposals, and activities of the
city government..

(4) Collection and processing of citizen attitudes and
.

opitions about the city government for use by all
concerned.

From, a broader point of view, the CISC may be viewed as one
answer by modern technology to some'-of'. the disturbing
questions j raised -by,,the social up 'beaval Of the 196s. The
CISC envisioned by the NAE included two activities: ,

(a) refei.ral,-imteh-cle4 to provide citizens with procedural
information on where and:hOlPto obtain services; and

(b) the delivery of some, services such as forms,
brochures, or other specific information' in an attempt
.to actually service the request; this could include



/

limited physical serVsce .orYombna'sMan assistance, Ref.

/iIt is currently planned that the: OxPerimental CISC being'acti-
vated in-Baltimore' will operate initially at '-a, centrally

'located downtown cnstallatiOn: collodat4d with the city's new
mobile radio and. Civil PefenseCenter, ".t is- expected that
thiS CISC will .have an automated data naseithat-ould.be used
to support other CISCIs locateds.to serve local community areas
of the city. Interconnectippt.moud.0 up, be by dial nlines
initially to as many as 24 murtiServi/ce co,flmunity:centers.1

4t
flef. 11. Local infOrmation qr'that ip,frequ tdemand can be
in on -line' storage, readily atcessi.0.0/by term nals. ,k

) i

-

One of the perceptions: th a. has come out of the social
disturbanCeS of the 1960a's is teat citizens' ,problems .are not. i

,

as easil. compartmentalized as ajcity management may think
they are;iRef, '12.. The _citizen freqnently has prof 1, whose
.resolUtioit may . tequireinformatio 'cir services fro_', number

;
of different agencieS. Therefor :"....n service delivery
System /which: can !solve client. problems i-shonld be
comprehensive, coofdinated, and .4tedrated4. Ret,IN,, 13: The
underscores are by the author,,; who.also'.suggets that tee
citizen should be, the final judge of what information he needs

8to solve pis .problems. i 0 -(

.Inherent or perhaps implicit : ',n the above remarks are two
..function"s a CISC should perfo mi. (a) the providing of
information, and (b) particiPatio in proble7 solving with the
Citizen who wantSthe Assistanee: see Ref. 14. The. first
fundtion can be .-carried *Out Oy. d. centrally. located CISC;'

,readily accessible by a much publicized telephone number. If
a. CSC is located in a local community, this fact in, itself
implies -that the staff is there to assist in problem solution;
the second 'faction. Jhe basic CISC concept is that modern

I technology can be of assistance inthe sOimtion of problems
that arise ont'.'of the questions that city residents ask of
their citx governments. These giieStions seem to :relate td the
city as whole and to the lOcal communities' where the
residents live. 911 this' basis, Odst of tke problem - solving'
anctiOn. should be included -in the demonstration Project in
order to;, est the basic premise. Since. the CISC is one of the
few. actual interfaces, between the ,,qty government and its

. citizens, -'it -must be staffed by rrel - \01ned. P,ersonS who are
committed to their tasks and supported''by a'delnate technology
and riopdures. Otherwise, the. CISC.- concept will :not be
adequately tested.

Some 'of ,the .characteristics of,adoperting CISC in providing"
personal services and information are

8



(1) The. needs and demands vary from ,day to day and minute
'to minute;

.

(2)--Each transaction invoI4es a personal or t c -tace
interaction; 1.

(3) There is a vafiation with time in the .numbers of
perso#s served and in the.kindsof clients; and

(4) ResponSe'to clients is on a real-time. basis. dee Reif.
'1, p. 56.

. . a . -

The long7t ra objectives of 'a CISC are likelywto be threefold
(Ref. 1, p. 59):.

(,-

(1) Te enhance citizen participation- in the;process of
government;

(2) To enhance the inter ctive process with citizens; and

(3) Change the nature of monproductiVe services.
.

. .

The folldwing three paragraphs briefly' discuss theSe
objectives.

By asking for citizen opinions and reactions to ongoing and'
'proposed municipal programt, feedback can be obtained "...to,
brimg out and ventilate otherwise explosive resentment against:
inequitable example, biased police. activities--
anair'thus. re ce potentially. destructive tensions .and point a

-4407. toward resolution of the underlying pioblems." The CISC
COuld. also Aid in the formation of special interest citizen
groups for social, political, or econcmic reasons, po'psibly
alleviating some of...the alienation in cities.

,
$

Seriice delivery is now a highly labor intensive activity, and
it is reasonable to ek:pect- that the Computer, used in
conjunction with appropriate in -`out terminal'S, will aid in .

,making this interaction between the citizen and his local
government more tractable and efficient. AtMote of these
appliCatiOns become operational, this use,' of computers' will
-gradually become commonpl4ceand readily accepted.

I

ionproductive services such as fire fighting are-thosepused to
reduce' the number of socially undesirable events as contrasted
with education. or transportation that contribute directly to
social welfare.. An eventual possible future use of a CISC
could be as the center of a network for the transmission and
identification for the .early warning of fire. `Such a' system
would require reliable sensing devices in each liiring

4
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quarters. Itwould permit)the occuRants to flee before it'lwo.s.
too -late, and- on the other hand would make it possible tot the
fire department to tailor its _equipment and manpoWer fOr
specific. kinds of 'fires ratheethan having to bejVady\fdr
massive operations. if-the entire city were covered, a ajar
impact on the cost of this class of public Saiey.co ld he
made. Ref.-1,,pp. 60-,62. '. . I. - _ , A

. The Research and 'policy: Committee of )the:Coarmiittee 'f9r .-.

EcbnOmic Development as-cited in liesf.715, recogni4'ed 'that
"knoledge and information are major factors in "the. growth and ::'
productivity of the American eco oiliy anti in the well being of

;
the society ..':, The cbmmi tee further recognized that
"Advancesim the technology can .make information accessible
more quickly, and in larger.quantitles.".,The Committee then
asked the question of whether the proliferation of electronic''."

_will .also assUre greater and quality of
information. The reptitt states: "If: the move from scarcity to
abundande in communications does not:guarantee better or, Gore

- complete information, if it only guarantees more, then it may
well serve po constructive purpose." Powers--Ref. 167--
concludes that it ":..is the purpose Of the CISC -to. assure
that the citizen not only has access to more information that,
he wants,tbut-lhat the information is ,up-to -date and credible
to the user."

This section is _concluded with a quotation from Warner in
connection with whom the CISC should serve:

.
. 4"In summary, it appears that, ironically, those subgroups

of individuals who occupy the most disa4vantaged'positions
. in our society are 'the least likely to articulate
information or. resource needs, and 'report . fewer
problems/questions t4an other individuals. As mentionedearlier, however, it trould be hasty to conclude that these
disadvantaged individuals haWe feWer.needs,for. information
or services than the more advantaged segments oi the'
population. A more' lOgical 'explanation might be that- .

individuals with multiple unmet needs of. 16ng dura.tion
become ,so accustomed to them, and to their inability to
solve them, that they no longer conscionsly regard them ast
probleits/questions, . and report only problems that are- new
and/or_urgent.._In addition, many cf these respondents may
well be less articulate or less, willing_ to articulate'
their needs than more advantaged respondents". Ref. 5', P.,83.

,

Jr
,'

The CISC is thUs challenged to work out` ways and means ibr
communibatiiig with the disadvantaged as well as the more
affluent members 01 the community.

I
10
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.SECT ION III:

tISC DESCRIPTION AND OUTPUT
, .

This- section contains intoimation-on'how the CISC 4s expected
to operates s

. .
, . .., i - , I

1. 'Communication between City residents and the 'CISC is
expected to,occar in three yaks at first:

(a) walk. in, (b) by telephone, qr (c) via one or more
remote computer terminals. It may at. a. later d te
incldde one- and two -way cable televi-sion. Over-, e-
iir television programs could alto originate in the
CISC .as'well as one- and two-way radio transmissions.

A single, widely. publicized telephone number can be
assigned to- the cisq

. Proposed ?Information Content. Sufficient iutormation to
.start a response on the questions cf daily living, should
be on line. See Section IV for more on this topic.

Service Responsibility. Since the CISC represents the
City government'to its ckients, it isessentiai that' the
response be such as to convince the calI?r that he oe"she
has come to'the.right place for problem solution, that the
city government can7'and will give the caller a reasonable
response to the question. Under this mode of operation,
and. with an expected daily cal load of perhaps 100/hour
in Baltimore during usual busiae s hours, it'is imperative
that adequate computerized infor ation- handling facilities
must be used by each responding information practitioner.

Althoagh. the basic thrust of
detailsjn this paper 'are. dire
of an experimental computerized
out that automation is not
successful operation. It -,th

automation, adequate response
really skilled information
telephone and a carefully
directory' whose contents
knowledge of local conditio
IV.F; and Ref., 14. Th

is plan and the supporting
tecltoidard the activation
CISC, should be pointed
absolutelY necessary tor.
workload does not warrant

an be -provided by a fe
ractitioners,

and
with a

assembled and organized
may be defined Dy a good
and the material in Section

irectory must be well done, and
those who use it must be well trained. Ope way to do- this
is to have the ,information practitioners themselves
compilel.the directory prior to system activation. One

11
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./
-,.' example of 'a landally operated information center is in

.

,

San Diegoo..California, where Federal, state, .county, and.
city ,goyernaent have pooled their resources in a joint
loCation in the City Hail: the telephone number ° i 714
293-6030. See Ref. 17.- Zu4ficient'recOrds on operation
of 1,the,k center, must be maintained 'to permit viable'
deeiSioas on expansion or automation.

.
.

.

.

.rto'

Accountability. This. toPic . refers to the fact,thaethe.
.

principal objective for the existence of a city girternment
is tobprOvide a variety of services. to its residents.' in
carrying out ,this function,, the city :government isaccountable to the residents for services delivered. If
services are not ti_ delivered,' the citizens-- become.-

'increasingly disSatdsfied. It is the aUthorts opinion
that much of theezOcial unrest Of' the late 1960's was
caused by deep. citizen resentments of governients with
their seeming -imperviousness to complaints. In most
cities, the. ..mayor is the most. visible city official
responsible for all activities of the city government, and
is generally considered accountable in some way lot its
acts.. Few, if any, cities or towns have a record keeping
activity that 'tan identity and assign responsibility for.
taking action on the huge volume of complaints And queries,
that flood the city's ,switchboards- Howeirer,- modern
telecommunications and information-handling technology can

-\ provide waxg"and means to carry out .such a record keeping
) operation. For example, a caller wants a pothole in the
street in4ront of his house filled or another caller has
am animal rescue problem: the responding information
practitioner is seated at 'a computer terminal,- and using a
conventional typewriter keyboard, enters the caller's
name, address, and pone number, the complaint or problem,
its computer-generated serial number, date -ti mk group ant
the city .department that iS responsible for/the matt r
While"the'caller waits, this information is transmitted at i
the push of a buttan>to the Mayor's summary record, to -the,.
responsible.department, and to the CISC storage file. The
receiving depaitmentis. immediate reply includes an

1

acknowledgment of the tr4smission and -an estimate of 'when
the problem--Vie taken care of or the approximate date
of inspection,. which is.giien to .the caller immediately in
addition to. the seri 1 nnmber_and date -time groUp. As
soon as the work is don)e Or the complaint satisfied, he
responsible department praCtitioner enters the pro er
date-time group in the computer record corresponding to
the'- serial number, transmitting this to the Mayo s'
summary record as well as maintaining its-own departmental
record for superirisory purposes. Shortly thereafter, a.
phone call.can betade or a postcard:sent to the caller.to

,

12
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indicate. some aftion on the complaint if not satisfaction.
0 If the Oil/ is wired for cable ,0a.'response can be ,:'made

directly to the caller's teminal.. In' this way, the
citizen should feel the city goyernment is, listenkt§ to
hi, . the ,departmental:supervisOr'S and mangers kpow their
workload, and the 'Mayor ''"hays 'a ...mearimi- of holding his
departmentheadS responsible for their #ssignments.

After-rthe above was written, waSfound that 'a
,
Oftware

,

design specification. fo acComplish '. much of, file complain't
tracking activity has been produced by the Urban'Iufo Ration
Systems'Inter-agency COmaittee (USAC) Frojett at the C ty of
Charlotte, .NoTth Carolina. See. Ret. 18. 1It was repared

- thrqngh 'a three,man-lear effort by, tbe.Charlotte Co sortium
cen4istimg 'of the City Of Ch4r1oVte, the University f North
Carolina, and the'System'Developmeit Corporation. This design
specification could be tevielled_ for applicability and,
feasibility to any municipality by perhaps a 3 or 4 -man-month'.
effort, leading to possibly a 3 .man-year effort to produte a
TrOgram'and code for he appropriate available computer. Oh
page 1-3 of the -Defsign Specification Overview, the-claim is
made that

"The module, whelk implemented, will place video terminals
in six departmentS including the Action Lin location.
These terminals will permit automated entry4ncOretrieval
of about 75% pf the complaints, requests lor services, and
requests for. informatioka4de daily to cityli-d-Oartments:
This process also provides Periodic reportgffor follow-up
special studies and routine reporting. Isplementationof
this module -will benefit the municipal citizen by
_providing expeditious. response to the complaint/requests
for service or information queries Concerning the services.
provided by these orOnizations.' This process provides
for the.complainant to be .ziotified when his request has
beeli completedAnd a follow-up .procedure'to determine,. the
level of satisfaction with the services perfoiwed. This
follow-up promotes the .public relations aspect of the.
_municipal government/Citizen relationship."

A point was brought /lout at the First National Health and
Welfare Mangebient Systems Conference in .Chicago during April,
1974:,

A major theme in/public assistance programs of all types,
fol,....t.he next few years at least, will be accountabilitY.
A sistance pro iders must learn to be accountable'fot
th it .expendit res of money, and other -reso_urces.
Otherwise, in Mmes of fiscal constraint, legislatures and
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the Cow; ess simply', -Will- not Continue to provide theresources. Bet. 19.
.

-

(
1

414 p
.

The CISC will provideas aFminimULthe echanisM-for better
levels of accountability- than are' now reached in tkie operation,
of manual information and 'service delivery systems.

t. 'Output. CISC princi:1 outptit is the actual phrasing and
;delivery of answers to questions from city residents toN..

:-, the city governient swell as some face-to-face.service
delivery: Other,outpu s are the creation of Computerized -.summary records that how as a minimum, the numbers of
questions, their atege-ties, ,sources, times to' respond,and dispositions by department or other city. agency. It
will probably be-CISC responsibility to prepare reports
for the Mayor.

,In listing the,,above of teens; assumption is, of course, made
that the department receiving% complaint iiill take immediateaction to alleviate or remove the basis for the complaint or"
otherwise ,ptovide citizen satisfaction. If this is done
successfullyecitizen'alienation should be reduced.

Another CISC output is the automated summaries of citizen
respones to questions. p& to citizens about their attitudes

- toward various city programs and activities. In this way,/top
city management can obtain invaluable feedback on their
propyed and ongoing programs.,

Other activities , that may. or may not be enumerable could
include: ' 1

.-0

Use of,), the' CISC to build a positive image of the city in
? tite minds of the residents;

41/ ,

Ose of the 'CISC ,to issue 'notices of the occurrences' f
various city events;

,

Designating the CISC as the city's central source of
pUblicity and promotion campaigns;

Working clos-447 with many civic
.,0--

and community organi-
zations in planning for thetypes of questions exPected
and in-obtaining feedback.,

14
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SECTION IV
.1

PROPOSED CISC .FORMATION/4. CONTENT-
.

)

Itiod action -;
.

.

,

)There areia,varieti of ways in: which available technolOgy'Can. 4-.

6
be, applied ..-to provide rcomniinity communications: ilef. 20.Considerable atudy,fias already been given";tothe-concept of aninformation-and services functibt.' It is, useful to summarize ..here for baCkground purpdses the operatiOnal elemegts of sucha 'service as a functional part 9f a Community,InformatiOn andServices Center, and to illustrate score of the services thatthis 44Wction could provide. .

'---,.
At this point the comment is aade'that the automation of the%flow of information across the interface between citizens and-:',.:-°their local government -is Aikely to, bring about-an entirely`new method of carrying out this activity.. , this cOnsequencestems from the ability.of the computer and its associatedtelecommunications 'to 'rapidly .move large amounts ofinfornation-in.times measured in seconds. This characteristicof-the tebhnology wh n.associated with high volume citizen,demand is leading to new ways of doing businez tnat are onlyremotely related to current methods. Air'

Detailed information' is also, provided in Part F below 'toenable the instruction Of a data bank for either manual orautomated op ration for service delivery support. .This report:recommends in Section V a preferred route to apply 'teChnologyfor rapid and flexible response. ,

. ,
.

.

.The concept of An, information and services center does notrequite that such a center 'be. operated by a. ,governmeitalentity. It' could be 'operated as a ccmmercial venture with afull range of options-with regard to how the services are paid '-.for and how the operation could provide a profit'inceptilie.;
-._Thpse ptions are. not analyzed Here. Such analysi .cooid.ibetife subject of.a-sepakate study in itself,

.. 1

. ABy way of ,perspective, it has been assumed by'.those advocating' theA.nformation.and referral centeeccncept-that it.' is morecefficient to oncentkate-tke necessary, equipment and sericestaff; Users mum ravel to this'point of concentration or/phone to make, us of information' services offered." Thealternative, of bour is to male such 'eguip'ent available inthe home.. To 'lake this latter' alternative economically '-

4
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h---_feasible, it is fecessa-ry...4(1_ use whateVer coamun cation s'''
equipment is alreaAy available in the home, such as the TV
set, the telephone, and whatever comaunibaaon ,chan els such, '''.

as cable TVuare alleady elitering,the-,home for othe parposes.,,,f--
,

, - . 0. , .. 1.,
... ,-.,. t. ,

i

The elements of an informatio and. serhces activity described
- below provide tiro. functions.

.

--__7):. rk
These have:---been 'defined as

c follows: ,
4.,.

, . 4 , k # "% , f ,..0 44 ' ., .. * ,
1 .1 Praide ,to .- ti/tizrens . information, libont. services

...,

avallable'10' them, froml,goverbment,agencies dila
. -v .) If *AH:-.

:., ..
...;:,:.2. Facilitate "contact between tile t:itized'and1 ag... endy- ,

that can provide such "services. 7' '.- 16,
, ..-

' f' '
..-,

, -
-

: , =: .

All centers-w014 Terfora, at least these twbbasit-funet04.
Other- services could be added, of-course, especially .those LO:f

a more commercial nature in perhaps a.private,ebterp ise
version of .a C1SC. But the pribcipal interest of...Ais ert
is in what may be termed "humaiseryices'!7-serviceNjtelat to
the more tasic- human and community needs,- .such ' as we fare,
education, and'health,Services; among others.

) .

0

o
B. Functional Elements of he%Center

While the services provided by an information. and- services
center may tbe grouped n various ways, such-.. as nonemergency-
.and 'emergency; or go.vernmentak and commercial, there are nine,
functional elements tat characterize. the operation of the
Center: regrdless of the kind of services 'dealt: vitk: frog .

Ref. 7. These nine elements are outreach, receive ',and
interpre.t inqukries, identify sersice' reouices, _provide
'infortation, (referral and, resource -contact,. follow up and
tracking, management. information, evaluation of ,resource
agency performance, and accountability. These elements are..
de#cribed in-the'paragraphs i0ediately below.

.

1. Outreach.
46.

As_ wAth any service, the public must be aware of' the
information and services center. The outreach function goes.
beyond jublicity, howeverIt includes more active elements
of searchin out those who are most likely to be in 'need of
the 'service's--see Ref. 5, Chap. 5--and.educating,them as"to:
the use and capabilittev\ of the center. 'To some,.degree,
publicity mill 'otcur'spontaneouslY by wiord-of--aouth. Beyond
this, the appropriatedegree of aggressiveness 9f the outreach,

(-function will depend upon the capability of the center- to

16



_handle the inquiries, and the anility and willingness of the
a local service agencies to accept increased work loads.

Becei4e and' Interpret' Inquiries

Thbugh'_ the function of receiving, inquiries may appear obvious
on the surface, there are option's as to hoW the function is
cartied out. The oPtion. chosen 'will :determine the basic

of the center;sits effectiveness,, its flexibility,
and its cost .of operation. For:example, will the,user come to
the center to receive oierthe-counter service by -a trained
practitioner. who has the necessary ccmMunication devices at
hand? Or will the User/commilnicate electronically with the
center by 'phone clr-broadband--CATV--cahlp Will the staff
member at the center operate the necessary .communiCations
equipment personally? Or will the center function 'n 'a
teaching mode, guiding the citizen in use of the'equippientl-

,

3, Identify'ServiCe ResourceS

In 'this_ function, t.he,c.enter identifies fae:thOtitizen the
agency or agencies which may be able to provide the services
needed by him. This identification is made after the caller's
needs are identified and the center.assesses the eligibility
of the citizen for service from the various agencies. This
fUnction provides a.prime opportunity to make use of modern
information, handling and communication technology. There are
'ot.hei opportunities as well. But the crux of the information
and referral 'center operation is handling the information
which-is 4sed4 to correctly identify-and route citizen needs, to
service resources.

' .11

'4. Provide Information

This is the function by which the efficacy of the center
. Ultimately will be judged by the .citizen_ the citizen must
receive information in whatever form and by.whatever means are
required to satisfy his or her needs. .The option selected for

,a particular inquiry will dePend upon the nature og,,the
inquiry and the extent lof. the re,sponse necessary. For
example, an inquiry requiring search and selection may make
use of a readout .on a cathode ray tule. An inquiry as to
eligibility for welfare assistance may be handled on a
coamUnicating .typewriter that can process the' necessary
questions to a". time-shared "computer. Note. Ref. 21. For a
list ofAob openings suitable to the citizens experience and
Vithin a given radius of the citizens 'home, the center Say
provide afhard copy printout. A copy of a. certified birth
certificate could be sent by a .facsimile unit from aicentrally
located CISC to a local, community

17
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.5. Referral and Resource Contact

In this function, the center does more than simply provide
information. The function takes place after basic information
is given to the client and after the client has made a
decision to contact a suggested service resource. The center
'takes whatever action is, needed to provide a specific time and
place appointment for the client. The process.is.similar to
the airline reservation clerk who uses a terminal to reserve
space on a particular flight on ,a stated *day.

6. Follow Up and Tracking'

The center may wish to determine whether the client contacted
the.resource,agency to which he was referred and whether the
client received satisfactory service from, that agency.
"Follow-up" generally referS to a later contact with the
client and/or the agency to which he or she was reterred to
determine whether the client actually net his or her
appointment with the agency. "Tracking"refers to the process
of complete monitoring or tile progress of the' client from the
time of first contact with the center_until the needed service
is obtained and the individual leaves the .human service
delivery system. Follow-up would not generally be done where
the citizen's inquiry is for information only.

TrAcking will serve at least two purc es. ,it may help the
client obtain the needed services, an it will. nelp the
governmental .seevica agencies to evaluate their own
performance.

7. Management Information

Data aggregation is the basis of a management information
system. On the assuption that an efficient information and
referral:- function will use computerized information handling,
aggregated data can be readily obtained as a useful by-product
of the center's operation: This aggregated -data can be
valuable to resource agency managers and to the center itself.
By collecting and analyzing data from its own operations, the
center can determine, for example, the number .of clients

i

sery d, the geographic and demographic distribution of Clients
serv, d, the fraction of those contacted who actually obtained
serv_es, ,what the clients did with what was provided, and
which,' gencies supplied the service, thus providing measures
of need and effectiveness.
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For management and evaluation purposes, the clients need not
be individually identified. Only aggregated data are needed.ThUs, the client's privacy is not threatened in this process..The center operation . could be designed to automatically
aggregate, analyze, and print management reports showing
resource or agencf performance at the neighborhood level from.
the data collected.

8. Evaluation of Resource Agency Performance

The management information.derivable from the operation of the
center is useful not only to resource agency managers for;improving their own operations, but also to government
officials -who are responsible for allocating public funds.There are political sensitivities, of course, in such
evaluations. In theory, at least, if judged by objectivemeasures 'of performance, tax dollars could be budgeted more
effectively.-,

A

9. Accountability

"(This refers, to the fact that the municipal government is
responsible to the residents for services rendered. See
Section 111.5 above for further comments.

C. Expanded Services.

The concept of an information and services center has been
described as being primarily concerned with governmentally
supplied services. There is no reason why such an information
center must be limited to this type of service. If the range
of, services is expanded to include more information.areas,Ahe
center comes closer to fully utilizing the capabilities ofmodern computer,,. telecommunications, and information-handling
technology. Some of the expanded services that could be con-
sidered are listed below.

1. Public Scheduls

Notices of scheduled meetings of public bodies such as the
City Council with agenda could be provided. Such information
is now generally available in the conventional media, but it
is difficult fcr any but the most. dedicated citizen to keep
informed on matters of interest' to him. It also would be
-possible' tc provide an automatic notifiCation .Servisce on
.selected subjects. Such a , service. would notify by
prearrangement those citizens and civic groups that have an
expressed interest in specific subjects. This mould eliminate

19
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, the present need to depend upon personal contacts and
search for notices that are generally cbscured.

2. Educational Services

A variety of educational- services could be offered if
terminals were available to interested members of the public.
Some of these services have been developed ty the University
of Illinois, the University of Texas, the MITRE Corporation,
and other educational, commercial, and not-for-profit
institutions.

A description of an educational service is given by Baran in a
report prepared for the U.S. Department of Commerce. See Ref.
20:

"From a library of self-help programs, available in thi's
system, a computer in an interactive mode, would coach the
pupil (typically adult) in a chosen subject. The computer
tutor would be organized in the form of an electronic
programmed learning text. The program would loop.-backward
if the student appeared to be guessing at wrong answers --

:or 'move 'forward if the student were answeri4 all
questions correctly. Key features' of such a computer
tutor in the . home would be the great variety of courses
offered and the freedom to take lessons at the precise
times most convenient to the viewer. Thus an adult
interested in a course on transistors ,would be able to
take the course in free odd moments and not be constrained
by the .usual hours. and limited subject matter of a formal
School. :In its pattern of.access, this service would be
more Like a book than a lecture, in that the user rather
than a speaker would set the timing."

Baran was writing of a service to be proyided through a home
terminal. Though less convenient but at less cost to the
user, the' icourses could, also be. given on terminals in a
neighborlwod Copmunity Information and Services Center. This
would make themlavailable to all citizens on a 'shared facility
basi s.

3. Fares, Schedules, and Tickets .

Baran also suggests.rthat:

"This service'would,,provide, for all means of travel, all
schedule, price, and availability information that
presently exists in either automated or unautomated form:

.20



For exampie, all schedules in the air travel guide wouldbe included in the information bank of the service,' aswould data ,presently held in unautomated informationSystems such as bus and train schedules: While such a
service is to some 'degree (provided by travel agencies now,tdis new service' would be more comprehensive and very muchfaster. It would instantly answer such questions as thedifferences between carriers with respect to service,,menus, etc."

VP

4. Legal Informatiob

Quotin-g again from -Baran,

"Our legal system w s' initially designed to protvide
excellent legal, protec on for a snail percentage of thepopulation. With ec omic development and changes insocial customs, more p rsons are seeking full and equal
access to the services of the courts, causing the judicial
system to strain under the load. Many are discontentedwith the quality and coSt, of, and their differential
access to, these services: When better information -'retrieval techniques are developed and when the cost of
information storage is reduced, it may become possible forbetter access to legal information to be provided by
computers than is available today. . This service: wouldprovide a directory of 'lawyers, as well as access to
computerized legal counseling whiCh would give ,precedentrulings in similar cases along with generalinterpretation. The primary users a such systems wouldbe lawyers, f or whom the system would reduce the time andeffort presently spent' in researching legal questions. In'addition, : could be used 'to give theintelligent: preliminary 'xinderStanding of legalgnestions-;with.oUt his . See formal legal advice. Today,laymen tion from law :books, just as many,read' medical ;clulhia, seardh.tng for information the'y cannotafford ;VW' b'ti'--4./-x;;conbin4tiOil of a computer-based filer--plus a ''''goOck:'::libiarian- aide night provide more effective-retrieval-044,4-5i0.16d full 4eliance on machine retrieval ofdata". e

5. Weather Information

Baran pointS out that:

"Much more weather information available than is
presently transmitted because highly specific information

ti
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, is of, interest only to a few. to weather service) would
proyide country- wide regional fbrecasts and special
fOrecasts..k.. One would be able to determine the local
weatheCforecast in tie exact to of: when
requested, rather th n haying' t listen to lengthy general
weather repokts. For, example, if one were interested in
the weatheeconditions of a particular ski location in the
mountains, one could specifically obtain that forecast".
Ref. 20.

6 ,banking Service's

There are some banking services which could be provided by a
community information system. The "checkless- cashless
society" concept cannot readi4y be implemented using only ,

Community' Information and Services Centers, since most
business transacjions take place elsewhere. The Commuity
Infotiation and Services Center, depending upon its location,
could-be nore convenient than a bank for certain typ of

.CransAct
.;

ions whiOh,do not require the physical presence..of.
customer at the bank. For example, one or more conventional
remote'terminals'arranged for connection to ehe bank of the .

user's choice could be loCated in the .CISC.

7. Agggss to Gournment Data'

The Community Information' and ServIces Center could have
remote access to specialized collections of data AOW available
from government sources but-no aoUbt underutilized ,because it
is, not easily accessible except by those who "know the
system." An example is the geOgraphit and °demogaphic
information that

e
is-now available from, the Bureau of the

Census' and'from other sources which rearrange Census data for
special purposes. However, most!memberS of the public neither
are familiar with the variety of ,information which is
available fiom Census data, nor do they have convenient access
to such information A4 a. starter, the volume entitled
"Statistical Abs'tract'of the United States" could be stored
and accessed by an appropriate' number of- key The
current issue has 1,028 pages anci.costs $6.80. Initial access
.could be by listing the ofhapter title, then doing into each
chapter section and subsection as the user refined his query.
Access could also be provided by showing the selected portions
of the index en the cathode-ray tubeACRT4 so that, the User
could request data directly by page number. Storage of even
this relatively small volume of 'information appears
practicable- only -'by the use of electrical scanning of a page
or two at a time for rapid entry into computer memory.

22
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8 Expanded ftlellow Pages'. Services

Information handling and :communication technology ,could
.greatly increase the ease with which detailed intormatitn. on'availability of goods and services may be obtained.Geographic and other criteria could also be included in thesearch request. . In a large'city, for example, there may bemany listings for a particular product or service' but littleadditional information as to details of cost. Also there isno convenient,way to find a supplier closeSt to the potentialcustomer. An expanded Xellow,Pages service could supply this'information through a Community Information and ServicesCenter and may even serve as a testing ground for the shop -at--home concept by step-wise increasing the. informationaccompanying each listing..,

9: Index of Services

A °Community Information and Services Center mould offer anindex-of its on services and the services of all resourceproviders asso4iated with the center--local, State, Federal,and even commercial, if . the infOrmatiOn center concept isapplied in its broadest sense. Thus, a client would feel free.-t-R approach the 'center without knowing precisely whatinformation he needs to ',solve his particular problem. Theindex would .be designed to help guide the client to A moredefinitive statement of his information needs.

.

D. Integration of Information gad Referral Sevices
The information' and _referral function and the connunityInforn'Atibn and Services Center Mere discussed separatelyabove. Information and referral centers have been establishedto provide a single function, but .the Community Informationand Services Center is much broaler-in scope and could includethe information and referral services as a component function.Such integration has the advantage of more efficient use ofplant and staff but raises some policy questions which° willneed study and resolution.

Some fun tions of the center will be essentially governmental:Others c uld be commercial.
. In this case, will costs beallocated among those who benefit from the center's operation?Would it be prudent to allow-income frcm commercial 'functionsto subsidize the governmental functions? Should there be agovernment subsidy to commercial participants to encouragepublic benefits such as energy conservation, a better informedpublic, lower-unemployment, and the like? Will management
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responsibility rest primarily in government or in a commercial
opeiator? These guestions:aredilUstrative only.. More are
likely: to ariSe. All will have to be studied and
accommodated. See Ref. 1. . .,

',.,

.;., .

L
E. Integration' of Emergency Services

1. Introduction

Recently within cities,: there, has beens,a growing interest in
emergency resource management.' The emergency 'management
center seems to answer the need for coordinated response to.
all types of requests f6t emergency public' services. The
functions of such a center could include:

a. Receiving all requests .,for assistance in emergency'
situations (such as fire,' crime, automobile accidents,
and acute illness). (d

b. Coordinating the dispatch. f manpower and equipment
needed to' meet the emergency cndition.

v4i
c.' Inventory Hof manpower,'eguipment, and faclities used

to respond to emergency conditions as well , as

temporary relocation of remaining resources.

d. Optimizing response to emergency situations.

e..,Use. and support the emergency- operations 'of,
neighboring jurisdictions.

-,2. Federal Involvement d
A

'

,A number of federal ageNies now have programS with state and
`local governments to improve tAp delivery of emergency public

Services. 'included are the National Institutes of Health,
Veterans Administration, Environmental Protection Agency,

Defense Civil Oteparedness,:Agency, National Highway Traffic
Stfet Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, United
State Coast Guard, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,

iand ational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration... In

, addition, the Robert :Wood Johnson Foundation, through the
National Academy of Sciences, is 'providing fifteen Million
dollars to state and local governients in the form,oflgrants
for the development of emergency "medical communications
systems. ':.
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ti

communications, of course, is the- most important toolused in providing coordinated emergency services. .It is notsurprising, therefore, that emergency communications isrec4ving considerable attention at the federal level.

The YeAetal Communications CommiSSion (FAOC) has been studying
the graiiing' need for radio communications used for emergency
medical services.. In recent years,r the FCC has been moving to
provide tithe radio frequencies and a tegulatory framework forhospital and ambulance communications. Major FCC actions have
been taken under Docket 19880 and related thickets. Docket19880 opened on..4 December 1973 with a Notice -of Inquiry and
Propooed Rule,Making. These-proceedings led to.creation of anew .4ixed Seivices category in the Special Emergency RadioService,_and the assignment of additional :frequencies formedical services operation. These operations include paging,command ayd control, telemetry, hospital -to- hospital, highway 0call boxes, and general medical communications. Spectrum

-- designated for emergency medical use is shared by governmentand pongovernpent users unde'r regionalized, coordinated
-medical'communicationi plans. Ref. 16.

Of special interest at th federal level is a committee which 1
serves as a focus for bhe varied, federal .involvement, theInteragency Committee ou Emergency Medical Services. This

'committee was estab4shed by the Secretary .041 the Departmentof Health," Education, and)ielfare (HEW) under provisions ofthe Emergency pedicalServiceS Act of 1973. The committee'evaluates the adequaCy and technical soundneSs of all federal
programs and: activities relating. to emergency medicalservices, .PrOvides for the exchange of information necessaryto coordinate such programs and activit4y3, and makes
recommendations to the Secretary of AEW concerning the:grants.
and cOntracts,authoriZed by t-he.";Act.

3. The 91 Emergency Telephone Number

\The implementation, of the 911 nationwide emergency number is
an example of the 'public benefit that can result from,coordinated effort. Emergency 'situations dt4covered by or
reported to law enforcement. personnel require a variety of
manpower,and equipment combinations. Not all of this.manpower
and, equipment,. however, is under the control of law

-,enforcement agencies. 'It became obviouS that a central
dispatch center would eliminate the chanceof error due torelayed messages, would' save time, and wae-it easier for thecitizen to Otainlelgl

cc>
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In 1967, the President's Commifi.sion on Law Enforcement and the.
Administrationof Justice recommended the se pi a single
telephone number nationwide for citizens to use in reporting
emergencies, The American Telephone and Telegraph Company
announced in 1968 th it would cooperate by making the
telephone number 911 .avai ble from a pay' phone 'without
depositing coins. Subsequently, tilOr' federal government
announced a 'policy of/ support for 911 and urged its
implementation; Supporting statements of ,policy have been
issued by the. Office of Telecommunications Policy: in 'the
Executive Officeof the President' (Ref. 22), the Department Of
Transportation (Ref. 23), the Defense Civil Preparedness_
Agency '-(Ref. 24), and the Law Enforcement. ASsistiltge
kdministration. In addition, Some States haite passed
legislation direCting isplementation o 911; California is on
such state with plans to(have 911 imp eiented .statewide by

...about 1984.
p

4. Community Information and Stervices Centers- and 911
DeploiMent

Most communities have the basic, elements of an emergency
services system: hospitals,_ambulances,'police vehicles, fire'
equipment, and a variety of mobile communication equipment.
Often, all_th'at is lacking is integration and coordination of
these elements that already `exist. A CISC, using the 911
concept, can provide this coordination. It can also overcome
some of the barriers that are slowing the nationwide adoption,

,oilthe'911 Oproach to ewer gy public services. These
barriers are technical, , political, economic, and
institutional. They are so 1 tertyined, however, that it is
hardly possible' to separate thebarriers into such clear-cut
categories. Furthermore, a se-called technical :barrier is
often more a cost problem than.gne of technical feast ility.

Emergency services are paid for and supplied on'a local,
iurisdictiondl basis. Although political jurisdictions

.

. 2

cooperate with each other .to varying ,degrees, questions of,
cost, legal liability', and to some extent territorial pride
work against' consolidation of, the service organizations in
neighboring jurisdictions. While the providers Of emergency -

services are strongly cognizant of political,boundaries,Ahe
providers of phone service generally are not. If,a telephone
exchange and all of the phones served by it are coinc4dent
with the same geographic area' served by the emergency
organizations, there is relatively little problem in
instituting a 911 emergency system. An example of this
situation is New York City, where the borough boundaries and
the telephone exchange boundaries match; the ,city was one of
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'the first large metropolitan areas to adopt, the 911 concept.
But where such a match does not exist, rearrangements in the
telephone switching system are needed. Thee.rearrangements
.can.be primarily technical or procedural. IC technical, the
phone company must make changes in the equipment itself. If
procedural, a'systes of operations must be agreed to by the.
jurisdictions involved so that emergency calls can be relayed
with minimum delay and minimum chance for error. Analysis of -,
agreements concerning liability and. procedures for tracing,
guilt .areespecially needed since the fear of a liability suit
in a situation where' liability' cannot bahclearly assigned is
strong among neighboring jurisdictions.

The Community Information and" Services Center is a medium by,
which such problem's can be solved. Agreements among' 'juris-
dictions to jointly manage a common information center can be
the foundation'for,the baSic agreements needed to operate a
911 service !where exchange boundaries cross jurisdictional
lines.

The Community Information and,,Services Center can be a.place
wherejurisdictional'and local jealousies can be set aside.
It is also neutral in the sense that operations can be, managed
and errors analyzed. without bias 'since Alle foCus is on
efficient management. of .public service. For' further
discussion on possible locations see Section. I-D of "Bef.'25.

The Commun4y .Information and SerViceS Center offers a further
advantage by Providing .follow, p on 911 calls determined by
operators as not requiring emergenCy action. -Approximately
one half of.. the-.911 calls in New York akyare ' for
nonem.e.4gency iatte;s.. SitUations have arisen .C1thereopera*Ors-
disqualified true emergencies due to the way.they were
reported. -The CISC would provide nonemefgency,foIlow up to
these.situaticas. .

As an example of what can happen when high volume use of
9T'1N occurs, consider the following from the* magazine
Comm ications News for May, 1976:

"911 has become a political issue' rather than a
technologiCal' solution to' the problem of -reporting
emergencieS. The irrational urge to rush into a 911
system, together with 'the establishment' of 911 centers as a
substitute for and in parallel rith existing report
centers can cost billions of dollars and cause enormous
confusion.

Obviously, each small township
T

ctot afford a separate
911 centti.so that one large center le uld be created ta7
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cover 5 or 6 tdwnships or possibly: a whole county.
Remember that 911 encompasses not-onlye medical .emergency
servicet 'including hospittals, volunteer ambulances, blood
banks, eye centerS,'Tdison centers; but 'also Civil
emergencies: including flood, - fire, hurricane,
disaster...all these in addition to the- 'usual <police,
fire, water, gas, electricity, and similar eiergencies.

Thus the concept.. of 941 .which greatly appeals to the
politician is that the citizen iteeds.only't0 remember 911
and he -will get help in a hurry. vROT SO1 . If all the,
calls of a large suburban area are Aelivered to a 911
center; the center duSt: r.

First, take note of the emergency

Second as tor telephone number

Third, ask for location of emergency,

Fourth, find out what political subdivision is involved
and refer to records

5'

Fifth, either relay the message or transfer the call.

All this can take 15 minutes when tike is critical. It is
not a substitute for _direct telephone connection to the
correct local: agency which is familiar with the geography
of the territory.

A simple, variation of 911 which is featible with,-modern
telephone central, office equiment is to supplement' 911
with 4 additional' digiti, as folio's:

Dial 911 POLIce 911 BIRTh
911 FIRE -911 AHaUlanbe
911 POISon 911 HEARt attack or

critical medical'
911 HOSPital 911 ELECtricity'
911 BLOOU 911 WATEr

.

As envisioned, the caller could dial the complete 911
POISon. If the poison'center is activated and ready to
receive calls, the call 'would be routed to it
automatically. If it were busy or-not'in service, the 11
center 'would hapdle the'emergency.".

A
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F. Detailed Analisis'of .Informational' ContgAl
lab .

This sectideContains the results cf a preliminary analySis
made to ide#ily first the: overall fnature of the flow of
information between. citizens and their loCal Ovecnment and
then to go into specific detail as far as possible.

;
.

s-. .

Since a CISC is a place where information is processed and
transferred, it is highly desivable.tc have some ideas of the
'kinds and quantities of information needed to answer citizens'
questions asked of their local goVernments.

An endeavor was made to identify those agencies or departments
of selected city and county governments. that are most
frequently called on the telephone, The list of 28 cities and
counties used is shown in/ Appendix A, -and, is based on
telephone directories cn file in the 4,ibrary,of Congress on 15
December 1975. The selection of cities mils arbitrary. The
,most frequently called numbers were found in-a Small' box at
the beginning of the city or county, listings. The agencies
that corresponded to these phone numbers\were tabulated and
counted: Exhibit b-1 in Appendix B contains an alphabetical
list of -these agendies. Of the 182 separately identified city
and county agencies, the followinT,were listed five' or Moretime; the numbers indicate the frequency of listing 'of each:

Ambulance b
Animal Shelter/Control 9
City. Hall 7
County Offices- 5
Fite,Emergen0y 16

3. Jail.
. 12

Library '6

Police 15
Probation Office 6

%.Refuse:Collection 5
Shekiff 9
Traffic' Violations/Courts, 5
Water Department ,7

The total of the abOve is loa, The total in the table of
Appendix'B -1 is'334, almost 12/city or county. The above
group1 is 31.4% of- the Appendix 8-1 total. 'Tnis.may be an
indication :of those functional areas considered more important
by-both citizens and Municipal managel'ents, and perhaps by the
telephone companies involVed.

The results of an effort to consolidate the 182 agencies into
a smaller number of functional areas produced the information
tabulated in Exhibit 1, using the 14 functional areas cited in

-
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Ref.\ 5, pp. 104-106. These allocations are obviously
.arbitrary, and led to further -analyses. Fire, rescue, and
police are assigned to Area 2', Crime and . safety.

EXHIBIT 1

KMAg..tia.44.1 A
mgAt fregueintiv Ca

1) ConsuMer

.2) Crime 6 Safety 13

3) Discrimination

4) -Education: 3.

5) Employment' 8

6) , Finaticial 6

7) Health 11

IRE
Agencies

using & Maintenance

9) Leal Problems

R scellaneous

11)" N ighborh d

12) Public Assistance

13) '11 creation

. -

14) T ansportation

67-

. 9

12

1Since Area 11 Neighborhood has 67;ag ncies in this category,
further analysiswasmadeto identify tie` lore or less Jie117

'_known agencies of lOcal, goveknment:that'vere aSsigned,here.'
Warner (Ref. 5e'. P. '104), cinder the topic NeighborhoOd,
identifies.the following bight specific problems or questions:

(1) Complaints about
children

,e

(2) Traffic and parking-
- .

(3) Complaints about
neighbors

(4) City services

ti

r

(5) Other,undesire.nle
conditions

(6)-CoAplaints about dogs \_

(7) Complaints about rats

(8) VaCant lo
aiyd abando.# ,,!.parS

and buildings,

4,, g. 4 4

Further examination of the 63 indications of cOsioplaints,
questions, or problemsereg4rding city services produced the'
following categorical list of, agencieS based .on .the
organisation cf the City, of Baltimore. Exhibit 2 is baSed
the agency listings in BaltimoreexCept the CISC--as set,
forth in.the 1964 charter revision (Ref. 26, with additions
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and changes to 1973) and 173 of the 182'.istings in Appendix
.8-1. The. CISC was used when there 'did not seem to be an
agency inBaltitore appropriate for queries represented by the
Appendix B'-1 list.

EXHIBIT 2

Possible Extent of Queries
on the CISC

Agency

Tkic4

Frequency of
Listing

)Board of Estimates7Piocuretent 1
)

CISC- 47e. 4
e'....-... City Hall 1 .

Civil Defense 1

Civil Service Commission 6
Department ofAssessments 6
Ddpartment of Iiiiation .i

Department. of Education 3

Department of Health` 13
Department of Hospitals 4
Departient of Law. 9
Department of HuniCipal and Zoning Appeals 1

Department of Planning 1

Department of Public Works 36
Department of becreation and Parks 2
Department of Social Services 4'.

Department of Transit and Traffic -:

Department of Welfare ' 5:
Fire Department

1
1- 8

Housing and Cymunity Development 8
Jail Board 4
Libraries, . ,'- 3
dayor.s Office of;Manpower Resources 1

ndyor's Staff
/

2.

Police 3

Further attention is invited.. to hp dccument cited in, Ref. 5;
The authors' abstract contains the fqlowing statements: "An
overview of relevant literature reveals that residents in
urban areas apparently have a 'multitude of nonoccupaticnal
information heeds which are 'not ,being satisfied within the
constraints of existing information resources' and systems."
"The 'Baltimore Urbanized. Afea- was chos09 for the investi-
gation, and extensive exploratori. work was undertaken towards
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the end of obtaining data." "The great quantity of data
elicited were,analyzed in terms of information needs, infor-
mation- seeking strategies (behavior), and search outcomes. In
a final exploratory testing phase an attempt was made to
develop a methodology for assessing the capability of library
and information agencies to deal with the problems/questions
identified by residents in the earlier survey phase." The
foli,owing abstracts and citations from Ref. 5 are relevant to
the CISC concept:

Page 62: "Interviewers were tc probe for up to four4
information needs without making any leading
statements. Afterwards, respondents were
directed to think about 17 topic area."

These topic areas were neighborhood, recreation, health,
education, consumer problems, drugs, family planning, legal
matters, cultural activities, 'housing, day care,"abortion,
voting and registration, hobbies, public assistance, employ-
ment, and transportation.

Page 96:

"The list of topic areas, although arbitrary,
was developed using classifications of
requests received by various information
services, in Baltimore."

Exhibit 3 is Table 5-8 of.Ref. 5 and shows the
importance of providing information in/ the
CISC for citizen use in the first four topics.

"The 8,9.32 problems/questions mentioned by
respondents.,were,coded into 14 general topic

Aareas (Table 5-8).. the most frequently cited .

topic areas were neighborhood, consumer,
housing and household maintenance, and crime
and safety. These four topic areas accounted
for 52 percent of all problems/questions
mentioned."

f
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EXHIBIT 3

Distsibutiou oaf ps2jago1zioligja
Asonq Topic Areal

'Percent of
Number All

Topic Area Cited CitatiOns

Total 8,932

Neighborhood 1,440 1
COnsumer '1,199
Housing and Hotsehold Maintenance 1,145
Crime and Safety , 878
Education 583
Employment 568
Transportation 545
Health 513
Miscellaneoua 487
Recreation 470
Discrimination 368
Financial Matters , 316
Legal Problems' 214
Public Assistance 207

Page 97:

100

16

13
.13

10
4
6
6
6
5

5 ---

4

4

2
2

Exhibit 4 below is a ccpy of, Table 5-9 of Ref.
5; it is included here to show the kinds of
problems that the respondents identified with
and without help from the interviewers.
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EXHIBIT 4

Perdelit of gitations which were Aided
and Unaided. by Tonic ALRA

. .

Total Total Percent Percent
Topic Area Number Percent Unaided Aided

(1) (2)

Total %,932

Neighborhood 1,440
Consumer 1,199
H & H haintenance. 1,144
Crime and Safety .d78
Education 583
Employment . 568
Transportation . 545
Health 513
Miscellaneous 487
Recreation 470
Distrimination 368
Financial Matters 316
Legal Problems 214
Public Assistance 207

Page 98:

"Although
different questioning .procedures, three .topic
areas--neighborhood, ccnsumer, and nousing?and
household maintenance- -were the ost
frequently cited regardleSs of the questing
procedure used."

Table 5-10 from Ref. 5 shows the need for
including in the CISC names and addresses of
peOple needed for problem solution. Identity
of these names wilLbe.a subject for experi-
mentation, and will probably vary with the
1oCa1 community.

(3)

100

100
100
100 t

(4)

19

18

23
29'

(5)

81

82
77 .

71
100 8 52
100 9 91' '
100 12 88
100 10 90
100 20 80.
100 36 64
100 .9 91
10b 7 93
100 25 75
100 31 69
100 45 55

variations are Rvident for the

71,
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EXHIBIT 5

Rank of Topic Areas.bi Categories of Response

Topic Area

Neighborhood
Consumer
Housing & Maintenance

\

Rank (by

c.'

Total
Probiems.

1

2

3

number.of

Unaided
problems

3
2
1

citations)

Aided
Problems

1

. 2'
3

Crime and Safety 4 9 4

Education - . 5 ' 1. 5
Employment 6, . 8 6
Transportation 7 11 . 7
HeaLth 8 5 9

Miscellaneous 9 4 11

Recreation 10 13 8
Discrimination 11 14 10
FinanciaLl Matters 12 7 12
Legal Problems 13 10 13
PUblic Assistance 14 6 14

Page 99:

"While crime and safety ranked fourth in terms
of frequency of mention overall, as well as
for aided problems/questions, miscellaneous
problems/questions rank foUrth in frequency
among unaided pioblems/questions. The

. relative frequency of miscellaneous.,
problems/questions among unaided responses may
be attributed to the use of the following .

probe for unaided responses: ."...have you had
trouble finding out where a particular person,
place, or thing is Located..."
Problems /questions concerning the need for
names and addresses were coded into the mis-
cellaneous topic area."

From 'Table 5-11, .Ref. 5, 'Exhibit § below
provides insight on the topic areas conSiered
most important by respondents who citedv.more
than one problem.
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"When only one problem /question was mentioned
by a respondent, this was ,coded as most
important. The percentage of
problems/questions selected as most important

. by respondentS varied for topic areas add-for
aided and unaided responses," shown- in
Exhibit 6.

EXHIIIT 6

,Importance of Prob lems/Questions by Topic Areas

Percent of.Percent of
Total Unaided .

Number of Designated Designated
Problems/ as Most as Most

Topic Area Questions Important Important

Percent of
. :Aided
Designated%
as Most
Important

Neighborhood 1,440 22 2-7 °23
Consumer 1,199 19 26 17
Housing and Household
Maintenande 1,145 27 38 26_

Safety_ 878Crime an dlory
Education: ' 583

31

22
34
35

32
21

Employment 568 26 40 5-
Transportation 545 15 43 12
Health 513. 22 23 23
Miscellaneous 487 13 14 14
Recreation 470 10 9 10
Discrimination 368 16 33 19
Financial4Matters J16 19 . 21 19
Legal Problems 214 30 35 28
Public Assistance 204 33 52

19

TAals 8,932 22 30 22

"Considering all mentions of a' ,topic area
whether unaided or aided, a greater percentage
or concerns about crime and .safety, legal
matters, and public assistance 'were considered
most important when compared With other topic
areas. Conversely, the miscellaneous were
least likely to be designated as most
important."

From Exhibit 6, "it way also be, uoted that a
greater proportion of unai,ded responses th n



of ,aided responses was considered important.
In Particular, public assistance, employment,
transportation, and housing concerns were most.
likely to be considered important among
unaided responses in these topic areas. Among
the aided responses,_ mentions of crime and
safety were the only ones More likely to be
considered; important when compared to the
percentaglefor all aided responses."

Page 100: "In summary, the importance of
problems/questions'for respondents was related
to the topic areas mentioned as well as to
whether or not the .problems/questions were
mentioned spontaneously by respondents.. Those
topic areas- mentioned most_ frequently by
respondents in the samplewere not, necessarily
those which were considereqd most important by
them. For example, although public assistance
was the least frequently mentioned topic area,
52 percent of all -spontaneous .4unaided)
mentions in this topic area were considered
most important. In ., general,
prOblems/questions which ',were 'mentioned
spontaneously tended to be considered
important more frequently when compared with
problems/questions cited in response to more
directed questioning by .interviewers. .

However, some topic areas (such as recreation
and miscellaneous) were not likely to be
considered important whether mentioned
spontaneously or as as a result of more direct,
probing by interviewers." .

Each of the fourteen topicS were 'subdivided into a number of
subtopics. These for the public, assistance topic were:
problems with the Department of Social Services 52% of the
total citations, ,medical assistance 24%, food stamps 53%,
social security 6614, unemployment compensation 30*, and other
problems.

This' information illustrates what is already'. well known, that.
public assistance is fragmented among' many agenc.ieS, 'and
probabYy very'difficult,to coordinate. This may be the reason
for the expressed need for names and addresses as cited 'above
in _connection with Exhibit-4. This situation is seenjas an
oppdriunity for the CISC to assist in citizen. dealienation.
At the same time, this means hard work on the part of those
responsible for setting up .the CISC and training its
pergonnel.
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Page's 103-105 of. Ref. 5 contain lengthy Table 5-1i-that' lists
the fourteen topic areas, the specific problems and questions
for each topic, and six columns ofvafious tallies, percents,
and ranks for each_problem/question. This table is regarded
as a 'prime source ag hard data on' the kinds of information
needed by citizens inAlleir daily activities. The six columns
on the left-side of this table are reproduced in Append4 C as
Exhibit C -1; Column 7 is added, listing the author's ,esb.imate
of the appropriate Baltimore,agency to handle the problets. It
is recommended that all who areinvolved in CISC .data tank
design

Pa
this table thoroughly., Also, the Baltimore

Yellow Pa es elephone Directory'daied June,' 1975, contains
approximately 34. inches of listings of social service
agenciesk very few of the'178 agencies listed are supported by

' the City. This means .that these agencies' -admission
conditions and equirements should be itemized and arranged
'for computer data bank accessibility.

Page 115: Exhibit 7 'is taken from the first three
columns of Table 5-17, Ref. 5. It shows the
rank order of the respondents' problems or
questions and their associated topic Area.
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1

3

4

EXHIBIT 7

.42ecific Problem/Question
(2)

. General fear

House hunting,

Rental problems

8

9

10
a

11

12

13

Complaints about children

Traffic and parking

Specific crime

Product quality bad

Unemployed,. looking

Complaints, about school system

Complaints about neighbors

NTopic Area-
(J)

b Crime an4 Safety

HousiAg &cliousehold
Maintenance

'Housinq & Household
Maintenance

Neighborhood

Neighborhood

Crime anf1Safety.

Consumet

Employment

Education

Neighborhood'

NeighborhOod

Consumer

Neighbotlood

Transportation

City services

Food prices too high

Other neighborhood problems

14 Inadequate bus service

if- 15' Complaints about maladies

Pages 116
and 120: Most of the text on these two pages.,;of Ref. 5

relate to eight of the topic 'areas cited min
`Column of Exhibit 7. .These comments are.
presented as additional background for.use in
CISC data bank design and development, of
organizational proceAutes.

"Crime and 'Safety: Concerns about crime and
gafety varied with occupation, education, and

He41th
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median tract income. In general,.those is the
more prestigious.. occupations' and with the
higher- levels of- edUcation. and income were
Most likely to report a general fear of:crime.
Specific incidences of crime fere, in 'a
similar fashion, most frequently cited among
those living; in tracts With the highest median
incomes. A :

"Housing and Household Raintenauge:
Demographic subgroups which were most likely
to mention difficulties -finding a place to
'live were the young, nonwhites, those with
little education,- individuals who Were not--
working, and those -living in tracts with .,the
lowest median income#. Rental prob ems were
most frequent among the young a d' least '
frequent among the elderlY.

'_.."Neighborhood: Complaints about ighborhood
.children were most frequent. among he elderly
and those ,living 'in low. income tracts.
Complaint's about neighbors were similarly
correlated. with median tract 4ncome. In
addition, complaints about neighbors were
freguent among those with little education.
Traffic and parking problemS in the
neighborhoods were Pore frequenttamong whites,
than nonwhites. Hougewives tended to Complain
about city services (e.g., sanitation i more
often than other subgroups. It Might al be
mentioned that, contrary tol eiFnectations,
complaints about. city , services were (
-distributed evenIX among 'respondents
regardless of median tract income. Five
percent of each of the subgroups based, on
income mentionecn. city services (data not
shown).

. 4

"Consumer: The poor quality of productS was
of most Concern to persons in clerical or
-sales positions while the cost of food was of
,great concern to the elderly.

.

."Employment: As might be expected, finding.a
j0D.Wds ot.greatest concern to the young and:.
those who were not 49rking, at the time of the
interview (extludibi housewives, and the
retired)...

%
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"gducation: Those individuals with the most
education and living in tracts with the
highest median incomes were most likely to
complain about the school system.

"Isansportati.on: Complaints about inadequate
bus' service were made most frequently by
individuals in sales and clerical occupations
and by those over 64 years old.

"Health: Complaints about illnesses were,
found most frequently among the elderly and,
retired persons." 4

"While these data may sees obvious. and give
7 o many post-hoc explanations; 'they do

spec 'fp precisely Which subgroups should be
the--priAary target for the disseminatipb of
specific kinds of information. For example,
finding another place to live' is of little_
concern to the elderly; however, children who
cause disturbances in their neighborhbods hive
resulted in less than'ideal housiig 'situations
for them.- Obviously, the. most apOropriate
solution for the elderly would' be. information
on how to effect some changes in their present
neighborhoods."

Pages 122-124:. Table 5-20 of Ref._5 ccntains information that
shows needs, for help as compared to needs for
information or advice, both'in relation ,to the
fifteen most' important problems /questions
listed 'in- Exhibit 7. This table is reproduced
Below as Exhibit 8 with most of the associated
text.
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EXHIBIT 8

Statements of the Fifteen Most

1

Im ortant Problems/Ouestions

Percent cf Problems/Questions
Stated as:

9

Specific Probleie/
Questions . Complaints

Total 1N = 956) 93

Complaints aboUt'the'schopl
system 100

ComElaints about neighbOrs 100'
Fooff' prices too high . ---- 100 ,

General fear. ci crime 100
Complaints-about children 100.
Specific crime 100
Product quality bad .

100'
Other neighborhood problems 100
Complaints About maladies: 100
Traffic and parking ,99

'Rental problems 95
City services 93
Inadequete bus Service ?) 93
House hunting 70 80
UnempIoyed, looking for a job, 65. 91

Needs for,
Information
or Advice

Maeda 'for
Help

20 17

0 30
0 28
0 0
6 16
3 4

6 11
9 42

16 17
13 18 -

3 - 15
19 ' 22
7. -22
8 qi

"Respondents seem tp view.high food prices as
something they could dc nothing about. All
.mentions of food prices were complaints while'
no such mentions suggested a need for
information or a need for help.. The fact that
no,respondents voiced the problem of high food
prices in terms of possible solutions may
indicate a feeling of helplessness in the face
of rising prices as well as an inability to

.view this problem ineterms of alternatives or
possible solutions._, In contrast to high 'food
prices; other problems/questions which were
upiformly stated as complaints were sometimes,
stated as needs' for information or needs for
help. In particular,' complaintS about the
school system, about neighbors, and about
product quality 'were. often stated as needs for
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help or assistance. Only two specific
problems/qUestions were , stated almost
uniformly as needs for information--lookinq
for a .hOuse or apartment and looking for a
)0. These -specific problems/questions were

. also less likely-than other,prOblems/questions
0 be stated as complaints."

1'

Pages 124
and 126: Table 5 -21 of Ref. 5 contains a-tabulation of

4t. .the needs for inforMation or adviCe compared
to those for help arranged by age, educational
level-completed, occupatidni and median tract
income. The text that accompanies this.table
is as follows:

p.,,
.,.

"Some subgroups of individuals were less
likely than others to state their
problems/questions in terms\ of Complaints,
.Specifically, individdals Stith the most
education,' those who were professionals or
managers, andtkose.living in tracts with the
highest median i incomes were least likely to:
articulate- their problems /questions in terms
of complaints. It say also be noted that
problems/guestions sentioned by these
subgroups were also more likely to be stated
as needs for information, or advice.
Similarly, young respondents and students rwere
less likely to complain and more likely Co
expregs a need bit information. The' elderly
and retired -persons, however, tended to
complain more frequently and to express a need
for information less frequently than other
respondents. Expressions of the need for
actual,help did not vary consistently for
stibgroups of indiyiduals.

.
.

"These Aata tentatively suggest that when
individuals see the , solutions to !their
problems /questions in terms of information,
they are less likely to display negaiye
attitudes --41y complaining or lamenting' their
situations. This relationship between
complaints and need for information was also-

;
seen for two spe ific.. problem;S/quetions
(house hunting and lob hunting)' which were
stated frequently as information needs. _For
subgroups of -individuals, the , inverse
relationship sbetween complaining.and stating a

. I.
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Pr
need for information or advice holds both for
Unaided and,aided problems/questions (data not
shown) .. ThUs, the elderly were .considerably
more likely. than young respondents'to complain
and less . likely to consider information as a
means to obtain an answer or .sdautin for boela
unaided, and aided problem8/gueStions; One
might hypothesize that if inforiaiioh were
more frequently considred an effeCtive means
of obtaining solutions by some
Psychological barrier's, to problem: solving
might be removed.,_.

Thus .it 'appears that long .term' CISC acceptance may be
inflgenoed by the use of special procedures,to ensure that,;the
young add old are'properly serviced.

PagesA0=128:, A. summary of Section 5' of" Ref. 5.is contained'
on these pages ands ,reproduced below.

4

oOveralli there was a high incidence of
information needs among the sample population.
Eighty -nine percent og the respondents
mentioned at least one problem/question.
These 1,945 persons mentioned a total of 8,932.

'needs--an average; of 4.59
problems/questions per person.

"Some individualS were more likely than'others4
to mention information needs to interviewers.
In general, individuals who) were young and.
those with the higher levels .of education and
'income were. Most likely to : report
problems/guestions. In addition,, a high,
incidence:'ot- information heeds.was fouu for

;individuals who were .-gregarious; who
considered themselves opinion leaders on a
variety of topics, and who were members f a
number of organizaticnS. IroniCally, hose
subgroupgwho would be expected to have the
most needs (i.e., the poor,. the least
educated.the-elderly, the socially, isolated,.
etc.) repdited the fewest needs. Although one
might conclude that these iddividdalS have
fewer needs, it is mere logical to attribute
this finding'to. other factors such as the
inability or Unwillingness of- these_
individuals to articulate their needs 'or to
their resignation to a poor quality of life.
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D'
"The most frequently titeproblems/questions
tell iuto the topic areas of, neighborhood,
Onsumer, housing; and crime .'and safety.
These four topic areas accounted for more than
half of the 8,932 problems/questions reported.

"Some topic, areas were of more concern to some
Subgroups of individuals than to others. For
example, the generalOreas of crime and safety
was cited most -frequently as most ,important
among those at the upper 'dncome levels.
Within thiStopic area, a general fear _of'
crime and medtions' cf specific crises were
more frequently cited as most important- by
these i dividuals. The, general area of
housing, on the other .hand, was' cited most
frequent y by nonwhites and id4/-'ibcome.
responde ts. An examination of the more
specific categories under housing revealed
that hohse ,hunting was an important concern
for nonwhites, low income respondents, those

,

with "1' ducation, the young, and the
unempl ed..* ithin the general topic area of
neighbo hood'problems, the elderly.- mentioned
complaints about neighiorhoad children as most
iMpOrtant. These ;:idatal:',:provide' valuable
information ,for 'pinpointing specific target
grOups with the view of disseminatinA'
information ta meet specific,beeds.

O, "
In looking at hoi respondents stateditheir
prob4ms/queStions, an inverse relationship
between' complaints abdstatements-implying a
need for information, *as found. Unaided(
problems/questions- 'were less frequently
expressed as complaintS and more frequently,
expressed as ,information needs' than aided
responses. Some speCific probiebs/questions
(i.e., house, hubting and job hubting) were
similarly less ikely than, * other
problems/questions. to be state4kas complaints

and more, likely to be expressed as' needs for
information.' 'In addition, some subgroups of
individuals -- notably the most educated, XhoSe:
with the highest _incomes; , professionals or
managers, and the young -;-were less- likely to
complain and more likely tri\elpress.a. need for
information than 'other individuals. It is
suggested that when-the possible solution to-a
problem or 'quesfiOn is seen in terms of
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information some of the psychological barriers
to problem solving (i.e.4 apathy, feelings of
helplessness) may be removed."

The CISC may well be the interface between the local
government and, the citizen that could Contribute to problem
solution, thus restoring some measure .of individual'self-'
respect by reducing, the apathy and seeming helplessness.

It is the author's opinion that technology is **faced here with '
its greatest challenge and its greatest opportunity.

Page 149: Table 6-12 of Ret. 5 lists the organizational
affiliation of perSons used by respondents in
seeking answers to their problems. Other
governiental asencies were cited most by those

. with' 1-6 years of education, with a family
income of undet $44000, those not working, and
thbse living in an area with a median tract
income under.$4,000.

Page 152:' Tab t 6.-13 of Ref. 5 shows the relative
Ielpfulness of .persons contacted for help or
information by the respondents' education,
family income, race, occupation, and median
tract, income. The point of 'emphasis here is
that of the'tOtal number of contacts--
43% were rated "Not Helpful"! From this, it
'appears that the CISC has an unprecedented
opportunity to ,'contribute to citizen
dealienation..

'Pages 163-167: These pages of Ref. 5 contain/ the summary and
discussion of Section. 6; this part of the
ieport treats the information seeking
strategies of the respondents.

"To summarize, examination of the levels 'of
information-seeking activity has shown that
certain subgroups cf individuals clearly
emerge as information seekers. The highly
educated, those with .high family incomes,.
those liiing in tracts /with. high median
incomes, and young respondents are more likely
to attempt to solve their problems.by seeking
information; _and, in doing so, use more
sources of information than other respondents.
Information seekerS were diStinguished by
greater use of all sources''0 3.-ntormation-
interTersonal sources, media s'ourcesi and
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libraries. It may be noted that thesefindings are consistent with those of 'other
studies which have reported a correlation
between information seeking and education,
income, and age: Active information seekers
were also shown to be more gregarious than
other individuals, a fact which increases
their opportunities to make use of inter-
personal sources of information.

"Although often the tendency is to conclude
that low levels of information seeking can be
attributed to a. lack of education, other
barriers to information seeking with respect
to one information sourcelibrarieswere
noted. Physical barriers (e.g., lack of
transportation, etc.) to library use were more
prevalent among the low information seekers
Phan among 'other individuals. Psychological
Wrriers were also noted among those subgroups
who were found to be active information
seekers.

"In addition-to variations in source use with
respondent characteristics, the major types of
source's used varied for specific
problems /questions. The Use uk- interpersonal
sources appears

the
be associated with the

specificity of the target of, concern. Tor
exaiple, personal contacts were mores,. frequent
among those who had problems with their
',landlords than those who complained,about-high
food prices.. On the ether hand, media use
appears to be more dependent upom the
frequency with which issues are, discussed in
the media (e.g., food prices, crime rates,
etc.) rather than associated with active
attempts to obtain information from media
sources: Indeed, mentions of obtainin infor-
matitn from newspapers were moterequent
among tho'se concerned with the high crime
rates than among those'who were uneiployed'and
lo kint for a job."

One of the spe is problems /questions is Product Quality Bad,
ranked.? out of the 15 most important,. Possibly one, way to
alleviate this situation would be to automate the annual and
monthly issues of Consumers Reports and locate it in the
central library. Some years ago, the author found a dogeared
dard file in the Los Angeles City Maim Library indexing this
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publication. This item alone might increase patronage of
local libraries if they were connected to the main library via
suitable telecommunications.

CA
Chapter 7 of Bet., 5 contains. comments on the search outcomes
of the questioning process used in Baltimore to fix .on. the .

residents, needs for inforaalion. The idea of success or
failure in getting information was used in trying to, get an
indication of respondent satisfaction in his information
seeking activities.

Page 168: "The criterion of success used in his chapter
is,:based on responses to the\: following
queStion asked of each respondent concerning
the problem/question 'w144ch he or she had
designated as most important: 'In your opinion

.do you feel that you have gotten A
satisfactory. answer to yodr question or
Solution to. your prOblem at the present time?'
Responses 'mire coded into four categories:
'yes, definitely4I'lyes, sort 'no, still
working, on it,' and 'no.' `BoweVer, for thjs

1 analysis, the codes haVe been collapsed to
produce a dichotomy of those who were
definitely or at least. somewhat successfUl and,
those who were definitely, .or at least to
date, unsuccessful. Thete is then, to
absolute external measure of Success--only I.he
perceptions of the respondents." t

It is the writerI opinion that if we want to know something
about the effectiveness of any program, we should ask :tle..
-program beneficiaries. In the final analysis, there is no.
other way-to get answers to this important question: Bef. 27,.,
p. 5.

Of the 1,945 respondents, only 26% reported success in their
effort's to get inforMation or solutions to their problems! We
need look further in trying-td find reasonsfor citizen
alienation at frustration. At the same time, this situation
poses a considerable challenge- to those who believe that
technology has-a contribution to make to the well being of the

tion. This report describes the concept of a CISC to aiclin
the delivery of information And some services ,to all who ask,

Page 169 contains Table 7-1 that shows the percent of totaj
respondents who reported success and a lack of it in. their
.efforts to obtain information or solve their problems This
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table, reproduced below as Exhibit 9, also'shows respoudeuts°characteristics.

EXHIBIT 9

Respondents' charagIniatis§ And Succe.pg
Obtainiag Iaformation

.8espondent
Characteristic

'Total
%

Total with
problems/gueStibnp 4945.100

liars of Education

132
645
615
293
259

100
100-
100
100
100

7 11
12

. 13 . - 15
16+

Family Income

Under $4,000 /296 100
$ 4,000 - $ 7,999 338 100
$ 8,000 - $14,999 695 100
$14,999 and over 420 100

Occupation

Prof4ssional/
managerial 285 100

Clerical /sales 339 100
.Blue collar 515 100
Not working 801 100

1

Median Tract Ilgome

Under $4,000 75 100
$ 4,000.- $ 7,000 335 100
$ 8,000 - $14,999 1,407 100
$14,000 and over 130 100

Percent
'Successf

26

Percent
1 Unsuccessful DK/NA

73 1

( 20 77 3
23 76 1
25 75 < 1
32 68
35 65

18 81 1

22 76 2
26 74
37 '63

34 66
26 74
26 73
25 74

10 90.
23 75. 2
26 73 1

35 65
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The most frequently cited fifteen problems/questions 4are
examined.ein Table 7-2,0>age'170, fOr the success and kailbre
rates of the ,respondents in problem resolution. This table is
shown belcw as Exhibit 16. s

EXHIBIT.10

Success Bates for he Fifteen Most
Important Problems/Questions

Specitic Problems /Question's

Total
Complaih-fs about, maladies
Complaints about school system
Complaints about neighbors
Specific crime°
Traffic and parking
Food prices too high (77
ProdUct quality bad
General fear of crime
House hunting
Rental prcblems
Complaints about children
Other neighborhood. problems--
Inadequate bus service.
City services
Unemployed,- looking for a job

i:-.,. ,

;.:.i..

_

Total v Percent Percent
% Successful Unsuccessful7

.

947 100 2.6 74
38 100 66 33
50 100

°,

48 100 .

40
38

60
62

62 100 . 35 65
69 1C0 33 . 66
40.'100 30 70
58 100 . 28 ' 72
133 icq_ 27 73.

105 100 ----) 24 76
85 100 24 76
71 100. 23 77
45 10C 9 91
40 100 ,ki. 92
45 10C .7 .e 9.3

58 10,0 7 93
',a

One of,.tek.most important messages frcm Exhibit 10 is the%low
rate of 7%-for thOse who had problems with "city services.
Whatever the reasons, it behooves cities and tctwns to remedy
this situation by whatever means will' do the lob. Those IcCal
governments' that do this are sure to obtain solid citizen,
backing for their programs.

These dismally low tiguresconstitute a real indictment of .

present- 'ways and means of city service delivery; ,the
of suitable technology should assist, materially in

this ndeavor. :Technologydlone, howe'ver, not be too
efX tive; it must be coupled into th olitical piocess.

rovides insight into the
problem solution and the

Table '7-3 on page 171 of Ref: .5

effectiveness of personal contacts, in
media used. This table is reproduced as Exhibit 11 below.
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EXHIBIT 11

Success aplated to Source Use
for the Fiftgen Most lAsortagl

ProblemsZsplesticns
46,

Success related to sburce use for the fifteen most
important problelp/guestions

Total SucceSsEUI qnsuccessfulSources (N = 947) (N = 247)
1 (N,= 700)

Personal Contacts\

Percent making persbnal
contacts, 59 '74 54iiveragenumber of personal
contacts 1.23 1.66 1:16

7,- Media, Oise in.percent)

Television 26. 26 27Radio '14 12 14.Newspapers 38 40 37Magazines t

15 22 12Books 7 8 7
.

libraries (use in percent) 2 2 3

Note /in Exhibit 11 that those who were successful had anaverage:of 1.66 personal contacts while those who did not,averaged 1.16 .personal contacts. It is the objectiveor the.CISC to provide a place where the citizen 1164 phone or come inxereon for information or liMifed Service delivery.

The remarks below are abstiacted from pages 1871138 of Ref. 5where a summary is given ofthe strategies used br individualsin problem solution.,

."While the income level of the respondent Of
the tract in which he or she lived was highly
predictive of success, some search strategies
seemed to mitigate this effect. Specifically,
making contact in person resulted .inAilore .

success than other methods of making. contact.
Consistent with findings reported eallierc
magazine use was ancther strategy :related to
success.
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"Finally, with respect to the stated future
strategies of unsuccessful respondents, it was
encouraging to note that the subgroup

cyacterized by the lowest success rat
i e., those living in- tracpS with media
incomes of Less than $4,040) were least.likel
to be apathetic ahont continuing their
searches. Notthites, while not characterized
by a',lower*tthan average success rate, also
could)not be,described as apathetic based 'on
their responses. Hopefdlly, the stereotype/of
the apathetic poor and tlack population inthe
196s, will be a myth in the 1970es., Un the
other hand, the responses of-t the elderly in
our sample were not as encouraging with almost
half of them saying that nothing could be donLej
and only a third planning to.makeifurther

' cOn act.0
,

The -final p4ase of the- study reported in Hef.'5 was to develop
and use aethcdology ."...,fox assegsing the capabil y of
librar akid information agencies l*tc deal with the kinds of

andand questions identified by residents of the
Baltimore Urbanized Area during the survey phase." The
capabilities of five library and information agencies were
quantified as, far as their dealing with the most important
prOblems/quegtions thdt were-identified by the residents.. '"It
was 'found that the capability of the individual agencies in
handling residents probleas/questions varied significantly
among them. However, 78% of the problems/questions posed
could be handled by at least,one agency.' If these agencies
had been linked together so as to have formed. an informatiOn
pool,* the community (comprised in this case of those agencies,
in the sample) would have scored as high as 78%. If the'
hypothetical chain of agencies, perhaps linked through a
switching center, were expanded by adding member agencies, the-
theoretical-score,of the sample of ,problems/questions would .

probably have- been higher. The assessment on this final
exploratbry phase of the professionals information7seeking
behavior' pointed to an apparent lack cf cooperation (perhaps
by. omission rather than by design) amcng information-agencies.
There appeared to be no referral pattern among those agencies
tested, imPlying that the development- cf a . referral network
and/or a prime referral agencymight be considered."

r

The CISC as envisioned here and nOw, is that it 'would be such
an information pdol, functioning as a source' of information
add limited service delivery. In order to do this, it must of
neCessity also function as a sort of clearing house becaUse
any small grcpp of information practitioners would be unable
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o
to be sufficiently knowledgeable to_abswer all questions posedto vthem by the residents. For example, Only the public worksactivity would be able to inspect and fix on the- dates ofspecific street and waterworks repairs.

Three' aditi.onal lists of possible -.services are preSentedbelow. Hartz --Ref: 28--has compiled the list shown in Exhibit12 in considerable detail. Exhibit 1-3, from Ref. 29, containsa list with fewer entries and less detail than in Exhibit 12but it could be provocative. Exhibit 14 is a list at the topten national issues Consider important by approximately120,000 respondents to a rent queStionnaire sent to over
600,000 residents in the state of Maryland. See Ref. 4.Logical develOpment of any of these three lists, could lead tomajor additions tothe CISC data bank in addition to thewealth of materiA cited'in this section frOm Warner in Ref.5. o

, e
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EXHIBIT 12

Bortzo List of Services

1. ConSbmer Protection' - Better Business Bureau, legal
recourse, -Rtoduct pricing information, consumer
protection,, safety information

2. Education - adult high school education tor credit,
local college-level courses for credit, major. programs
,available ,locally--by institution,' local hobbY/skills
Classes, visiting gpest speakers

. Emergency Situations - ambulance service, medical
.,,crises, first aid training, beeds,for fire and police,
storm-related flooding,. defense emergency
preparedness

4. EmployMent - jobs available with skills required, job
referral agenciespart-time employment, temporary and
youth-ori tiled employment, vocational training

. opportun ies

Environme t noise abatement,, weather/smog, refuse
collection

'Family - planning, counseling, recreation, day care,
babvsitting, financial planning services

e
7. Financial local banks' rates-and services, brokerage

houses, fiMancial pinahning services'
9

8. Government - service directory! for federal, state,
county and municipal departments, political parties,
public interest, groups

9. Housing available housing. categorized (with
tinancial information, locations, prices, etc.), list
of :escrowofficers,' local realtors and hOusin4 agents,
zoning 'map, tenant-landlord problems

10. Insurance -- ,description of available policies,
insurance requirements, list of local -insurance
companies, insurance services

11. Law Enforc ent -.list and description of law enfOrce-
went agencies and community groups, court services,
juFenlle delinquency, complaint Trocedure, traffic
safety and violation inquiries
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12. Legal - public defender and prosecutor's offices, -.,/,legal aid, 4CLU, information on the various cOurts,'
consuier advocacy, and specific types of problems such
as divorce, personal injury, Contracts

"'

13. Medical - emergency referrals, first 44 instruction,
dentistry, standard .medical eraminations, X-rays,
blood banks (added by the authot is_vocational
rehabilitation matters)

4 .

f.: .

.

.
.

,14.- Recreation" - local programs, recreational areasluch
as parks and beaches; sports and outdoorrecreational
activities such a hunting and fishing; special
recreation such as arts and crafts, music, :dance,
drama, gardening

'15. Transportation - bus rates, routes andschedules; taxi
services; airline and train information; car pools,
driver training; classes for mechanics;. aid to
handicapped drivers

16. Volunteerism - Boy Scouts, Girl couts, Red Cross,
blood bank,. teachers aides, "Block Parents,"
YMCA/YWCA, police reseves, clothing, food, household
donations, donations\ of self, volunteer nurses,
Campfire Girls.

EXHIBIT 13

List of Possible Refekral ervices'

-Determination of service availability
Maintaining and updating records
Coordination of social service agencieS,, .

Social service information to the general pu*blic
Employment referrals and information
Neighborhood information
Public affairs information
InfOrmation on rights and anti-discriminatron proceduees.,
Information to welfare recipients
Hotlines for referral and counseling
24-hour service centers
Crisis intervention
Centralized referral.from home inquiry
Public health information
Nutrition -information
'Pharmacy services
Drug education.
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EXHIBIT 14

Top TecyNational

1) 'Crime

2) Inflation
.

(.31 ylonomy
.

'I

4) Government Spending

5) Energy

Issues n maryland

4%

3%

2%

2%

(1%)

26%- 6) Government Regulation

21% 7) Environment

l'

19% 8). Education
Ailk.

16%. 9)' Health
'

7% 10) Unemployment

Attention is invited to the active program of the Bureau or'
Libraries' and Learning Resources, Office. of .Education, U.S.
Department of Health, Educaltion, and Welfare in .several
projects leading to the activation of Neighborhood Information
centers (NIC's) or in providing -information basic to such
places: see Refs. 14, 16, 29, 30, 31, and 49. The iroject
summarized in ,Ref. 30 relates how ten neighborhood raries
"...clearly demonstrate (d) that the.urtau .branch library is
uniquely situated and equipped to provide information and
referral services," "...a local answer to .a lOcal Problem."
Kitchens--Ref.' 31- -tells the story of what has happened'in
Olney, Texas since .1972 when the citizens "...voted to abolish
the separate School libraries and the public library, and to
create A unifiedq coordinated information delivery system to
serve the :entire.community.," Six prcblem areas are treated:
Administrative, legaly social, education and eva1uative,
financial, and ,physical.' Ten advantages are cited at no
additional cost other than the summer .salary of the
coordinator and that of a half-tIme teacher's aide. "The
unified program represents the first steps in reaching its
original. -objective .of creating a more efficient source of
information services to its total citizenry." Brooks in Ref.
31 relates the activity of New York City in computerizins
their production of directories of social services, a: massive
project dealing with an incredibly complicated subject.; the
appropriate directories are for use in over 180 separate
neighborhoods of..the city!.

,Parker and Dunn in Hef.' 32' make the point that - unless the
providing of information- i8, "blind" with respect to the
personal_ characteriticS of the receiver such as age,'sex,
race, and religion,,then the "information rich" may reap the
benefits while the "information poor" get .relatively poorer in. ,
an information society., A widerking of such An "informOion

a
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"gap" might lead to increased, social tensions. TheCISC canthen be used fcr good or ill as' can.scde .other iechhologies.CLSCIS should be placed . in al4,4eighbothoods,c1not just the
neighborhood of those who are already information rich. Oncethis. is done, - then' the actual providing ,of information, via
electronic means does become "blind" tc the characteristics of,the receiving individual.

G. Eialuatiop
'i

,,,. _..k.

This 'section contains Some ideas on-how.to gauge the worth ofa CISC or other comparable program.

'According to Ref. 33, the term "eValuaticn" refers to (a) the
numerical or mathematical value, and (b) the .examination aricr'formation of judgment, concerning. the worth, quality, signifi-
cance, /amount, degree, or conditiOn-of.the subject matter.

,

. .How is the impact ofk any social, program to be assessed
numerically,- .particularly since any opinion or judgment isbased on subjective evidence. Furthermore, since the subject
matter of science is verifiable information, there seems
little likelihood of obtaining reproducible quantified data onthe effects of social programS.

IA Ref. 27, ,the author suggests that one, way to try 'to
quantify program impact. is . to - use the recently perfectediechhiques of'psychophysics.to evaluate--in any of the senses
cited above - -the. opinions: of ',program recipients regarding
program payoff., In otherwords, ask those who benefit from a
program to express 'their opinions afout 'the ' progrAl..2 AsprZfessor Stevens put it in 1972, "fdi those who aust-build
their science cn consensus based on, one or another expressions
of human judgment, the way stands. open for an effective ratio-
scale quantification, proVided the experimental -subjects regiven unconstrainted freed* to match numbers, loudne s
length of line, or dome other .variable" directly to -the item-I
of linterest"., See Ref. ,34. Also in Ref. 27, the 'idea is'
advanCed that citizen 'interrogation 'before and after' CISC

payoff if the test instruments- -the ligt of . uestions-7 iS11

activation should yield ssime useful inferenc s about: its

constructed, administered, and the results' processed tido'
Stevet'spointt view. The assumption was also made that
bdth test itstr ments would be the sage. lkis assumption may

enot be ntirely, cvalid since citizens teCnot haiWopinions. about,
'a CISC until after it has beep in operatiCcifor a time: Powers
makes this .point--Ref. ,16.

. However, references, to pending
CISC , activation can .be made in 'the first test Instrument and
followed up in the second. Great skill must. be used, in' test
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instrument design.' Ref. 27 also has a section devoted to the
legal issues that could arise in connection with such an

:evaluation as well as two examples of test instruments dged',:in
,the field for opinion measurement and lists of categories that
could be 'included in survey quest:len cOnstructiou..
p. 8 'contains a list of desirable basic charaoteriStics that
are useful in constructing measures of performance:

-

Since . .any program supported b public 'funds should be
evaluated in terms of how ib .qpnteibiites to the'satizfaction

-of certain human needs, ways'nd 'eans of measurement ,17,-Ineed

satisfaction must be devised. It must also be kept .i mind
that luxuries of oue "generation -are the commonplace of the

man,next 'a' are more or less fundamental requirements of the
en ing geherations. ,
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SECTION N.
1 4

COMPUTERS AND' PROGRAMMING FO AUTOMATED'CISC'Sti

A

A. introduction

A .commun1"ty information system need .not be automated; howeier,given today's technology anesufficient xesOurces,:- it, could befully automated* The 'preceding discussion of CommunityInformation ana Services Centers made no reference, to thedegree of automation whichis-either poislble or desivable.But the question is an important one for two reasons.

The first reason is the, obvious need to reduce costs.
Automation requires .capital inveStie
of, obsolescente in .a rapidly cha
mation-requires,hiyher 10.9r -cos
salaries but training costs as-.w
the two will contitge to phange si
to increase in fficiencyp with
capability increasing.

t and presents the- -risk
ing.technolotly, Noaauto
which include not only
The best balance between
equipment-will continue

costs Yoing.down and

The,second reason for.dealing carefully with automation is theX.,A.
'client acceptability fattor. That -is,,, will the client beScared away, resentful, or simply incapable .Of using automaticequipmen0,:To,what degree will a human intermediary be neededbetween..the client and the equipment? Today, the airlinetraveler still needs a human intermediary to make areservation and buy a ticket. But many bank customers areaccepting the automated tellers installed by some banks forroutine transactions any time of the day or night. Very fewhave had difficulty learning to operate A television set whichis of comparable complexity; also many learn quickly tooperate computer games which,are hecoming popular.

t -8. ',System Requirements:

Five .problems are identified that challeage the more rapid
introduction of automated information systems;

1. Management understanding and commitment, R4!f. 35;

2. Need to consolidate servicemanaAvment, Ref. 35;

3. Need for further user familiarity and cooperation,
35;
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.

4. Need for more effectiVe and higher volume communications .

between the communities served And tie_ State, regional,
and county jurisdictions that manage the service
organizitions, Ref: 36; and'.

5. Need for common data-base, Ref./35.

-/The data base problem is probably the most serious in the long
term. The other problems will nooubt yield to education and
humin adaptability as the ,value. of automated information
systems is proved. An example, of a most effective 'high-
vOlume, - data-handling system is that in operation at the Lane
%ounty Courthouse, Eugene, Oregon, by the Regional formation
System organization, a joint activity of. Lane, B nton, and,
other Oregon counties. The City of Portland also pi ticipates

Ain this activity that is managed by Paul Weber, th RegiOnal
Executive Group, and the Labe County Fcmmissioners. Ref.
37.

. .

Baran points out in Ref. 204 that\once a system has been
i

. establisAed, another set of-problems surfaces:
_ Ar,,-,.. -1.V.r7, . . !la;;-

,

1: Large programming backiog-and.feequent schedule slippage,
. .

.-T

.) 2. 'Poor documentatidn of sysdm.chiracteristics and programs,

1C-7,
3. Costs higher than anticipated,

4. Poor operations monitoring, And

5. Inflexible programs.

These problems are common in sost computer- based. activities;
they must be identified in detail andsolved as they 'arise.

C. Cdsts

City. expenditures--as" of 1974--for automatic data-processing
equipment ranges from about $5.00 per persdn for tge, smaller
cities (5,00G-10,000,people) to about It.00 per person' for the
largest cites (over 500,000 people) . For the small ,citigs,
equipment costs approximate personnel costs whi,le for kfte
largest cities, personnel costs are about 50 Percebt /'greater
than equipment costs..

//-
State expenditures for automatic data=processing equipment
averages about,$2.40 per person. The costs fof personnel are
about 40 percent grey er than equipment costs:
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Virtually all states and cities of over 500,000 people useautomatic data processing. Usagedecreases.tc 25 percent of
cities between 5,000 and 10,000 people.' A break point appears
at approximately 100,000 persons per system. Above thisnumber, over .96 percent of the cities use automatic data
processing with costs of less than $1.50 per person in the
population and remote terminalS are used. 'Below this number
the percentage of users starts to drop, cost per capita rises
rapidly, a remdte terminals are seldcm used. Aiso75 to 80
percent of sties over 1d0,000 use equipment made by the same
major manufacturer, while most cities below this size use
other makes.

. .

From Ref. 35 it is found that primary uSes,
terminals in state systems are for:

,communicaqng

Highways and; transportation Public health,

Mental health Public aid and welfare
,

Public instruction Legislative reference

ketirement Hospitals

Vehicle registration Social,services

Information systems

Employment and vocational
reh4ilitation

Environmental protection
and natural resource
management

Hum a relations

Board of'
management activity

Public safetye law
enforcement, 1nd-9*
correction

D. Computer Size

rguments appear on both sides of tbb qvestion of whe'ther tc
uSe'a single large comkdter at greater cdat to take adyantageof capacitY,' speed, and economies of or severa/r-
smaller, cheaper, and possibly more specialized computers. 7!"'A
large-computer such as tae IBM System 360 Model 195 would cost
approximately $6.5 millioN (1.975) for the central processing
unit with 17 million bits of core and a cycle tikeof 756
nanoseconds per 64 bits giving a rate of 8 1illion
instructions per second.- An IBM Systen 360 Model ", would
cost approximately $58,000 for the central process.._, u
with.; 0.13 million bits of core,and a cycle ,time of 57,6
nanoseconds per 64 bits /giving a, rate of 0.0.07 milli°
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instructions per second. The guiding principle applicdble
here is "maximum use of minimum facilities." That is, /the
computer should be "just large enough tc perform the' ta,:at
hand in the tine required, taking into account probable Iieeds
for future--elipapsigp and..cOmpatibiliti with othecelements'of
the syStem. Leasing arrangements should be considered as well
as the use of mini- and 'microcomputers to assist in countering
equipment obsolescence and cost escalation. See Section VII.0
for- information on equipment and' software requirements, and.
Section VIII on project costs. I

E. 1142ples

The concept of the community, center has been proposed in
several 'forms.

Dr. Peter 'Goldmark, in his report to the U.S. Department of
Housing and. Urban Development, proposes a community communi-
cations center for rural communities.togive them some of the
advantages of a large city. The objective is to provide .the

-..rural community with educational services, health services,_
and cultural and entertainment activities by means of advanced
communication system's. See Ref. 38.

The National iicademy of Engineering considers a "Commdnity
infotmaticn and Services Center" equipped with a minicomputer
of the PDP-11:. class with disk storage and communicating
terminals. This information center wculd "provide a wider
range of readily accessible city services and information to
the citizen, close the communication 'gap between the city
administration and citizen, particdlarly ty6 citizen in the
inner city, and providli the city administration with a ready
source of information on citizens' needs and problems". See
Ref. 10.

The City of Baltimore like Boston 'and other cities, is
starting_to use multiservice centers in a plan to decentralize
its government services. The centers do "for necessary public'
community servicesomhat shopping centers and department/Stores
do for retail .and other ftonsAmer.services." Bowever,the
centers cannot supply all city,services.: Not is there encugh ,
trained staff to piovide .a. full range of services at each
center; The Mayor's Office of Telecommunications in Baltimore
is now studying cable communications cOmParable'to that used
for cable television to expand the center's. serviCes,,and
activities. Some. priority areas for expansion are, education
and library' services, housing and community development
activities, and public safety services. Note Ref. 39. Other,
communities are considering using such centers, connected to
the various city offices to provide an ombudsman function.
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=1412111-7borptrationBef., 40--with support from the ka'tional
A- cienCe ,FtMndation an the U.S. Department of Health,,

Education, is. developing interactivie,cable
system.tobring a *variety of services directly into the lioae--,_
Along with entertainment channels, there will be .teaching' and,
library services,.appointment-records, financial, and message
services, ands computational capabiiiI0s, as well as others.

F. Computer Programming

1. Introduction

Programing Alas already surfaced as a problem in implementing
tire Community 'Information and Services Center concept.
Besides the obvious problems of rapid information entry, there
are design questions of what language should be used,
standardization questions of how can the prograps be made
transferable to other communities, basic planning questions of
who should access the system, and can they handle the
language?

A number of computer languages have been used to program urban
and regional information systems.. The languages differ in
their technical 'and functional characteristics and in their
suitability for. certain applications and users.
Incompatibilities already have made the transfer, of programs
from one computer tc another difficult.

Machine language is the natural language of the computer and
therefore different for each type of.machine. Such languages
'require: tedious programming ,but are preferred for their
efficiency. The use of arbitrary, symbols to represent
instructions and storage locations makes machine language
somewhat easier to use,and'moify. The result is called a
symbolic assembly language.

'User-oriented languages allow a programmer to represent the
problea in a manner more closely related to its application.
This type Of ,general purpose programming language is
procedure-oriented in that it permits a programmer to- readily
identify the operations and sequencing necessary to perform a
task:, Some 'commonly used procedural languages have been
modified for use in urban and regional information systems.

Within the past fotfr years. a number of municipal qbveraments
have developed general pu,rpo/e software with federal
assistance. For the most /part, the software has been
developed by the computer operatormunicipal or state
agency--in conjunction the computer vendor.'
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Consequently, general purpose software development has been.tailored to particular user( requirements and particular
operating systems.-

2. Pre'Sentripsage

While ,there are advantages in tailoring systems and programs
to-specifiC needs, the greater the variability among systems,
the less transferable the programs become. Loss of
compatibility among systems may preclude easy interchange _of
data among the systems or sharing of eguipisent.

Over two hundred urban information programs, written in twelve
programming languages have been identified in a recent survey
of urban information and referral projects. The languages,
used and their extent of usage are' shown in Exhibit V-1. Themost cqffbonly used languages are COBOL (Common Business
Oriented .Language), and IBM .AsseCtly a language which
symbolically represents machine language). There is an
increasing demand by urban information systems for "on-line"
capability, and suitable software is being developed by the
various urban agencies in conjunction with various vendors.
In all cases, the operating envircnment coupled with the
biases of the computer vendor are the determining lactors in
software deve/lopment.

,By far the a st freqUehtly'used equipment by municipal govern-'
\gents is th t built by International Business Michines
The compute operator is generally a state or local gdvernment
.agency, providing centralized,facilit-ies .and services on a
rO.mbinsabie'ibasis -to other, state and" local agencies and,, in
some cases, tO nonprofit organizations.'.

4
/

Because of the high cost of develoOing programs there are
obvious advantages-to increasing their transferability.. This
is especially true in the case of the general purpose programs:
used in urban and regional information systems. See fiefs. 41-
and 42.

Developed with Urban Information Systems Inter-Agency
Committee (USAC) support at the Begional Information Systems
Department, Lane County Courthouse, Eugene, Oregon,' "the
Telecommunications Data Management System (TCDMS) is a major
step forward in control or supervisory software development.
It was designed to teet the specialized needs of the data-
processing installation in the public domain. The TCDMS
integrated, data-management component enables its users to
store and manipulate large amounts of information in an
efficient and economical manner. Its telecommunications
component brings the resources -of the computer to the desks of
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its users. Together,'ihese two elements provide they most,.powerful 'and effectiVe nonpropriAtary system of its kind
available anywhere ". Ref. 43.

A number of, organizations, both government and nonprofit, are
converging on the idea. of operating a clearinghouse for
software developed by or for government with government funds.:
These agencies° are discussed below.

COMIC
-er

founded at the .University of Georgia in the Computer
Software Management and Formation ,Center (COSMIC) is a"transfer point" between government agencies. ^Costucs first
contracts to dissetinate software were with NASA; they nowinclude software deyel6pa by the Department of Defense.
Occasionally, nongovernment organizations also provide COSMICwith programs for widespread distribution. NASA publishes,a
quarterly indexed journal entitled, "CompuUsr Program
Abstraqts,"--Ref. '1=-listing documented computer programs
arranged in five sections. The first section contains program
citations and abstracts arranged in thirty-four subject
categories, .followed by 'four indts: subject, originating
source, 'prograim number/accessio number, and equipment-
requirement's smaions. Commter programs and related documen-tation listed can be ordered at-a cost ranging from $25 to.
$650 for the pOgram and $2.50 to above $100 for the; docnmen-
tItion only,. The programs available from COSMIC, are technical
and scientific and,, heice, not generally applicable to the
urban and reglomal:infcrmation sYstems.-

. .

NTIS
,

TheA0aticnaI Technical InforMation Service (NTIS)', .Department
of 'Clommerce, now operates.a program clearinghouse, similar to ,
COSMIC. A distinct difference between the 'two operations,
however, is thae.the'COSMIC service has programs that'are,'technolly or scientifically oriented,- while the 'NTIS
.pro4raMs ate-more varied. Programs available -from. NTIS are
listed'in Ref. 44; this document is an .annual publication.

Justice, Survey

The diversity ,of computer systems and lograms_in itse by .local
governments is illustrated by' the )compendium--Ref. 45--of
automated criminal, justice information systems used by police,

.

) courts, correctional, and other agencie's. c Over 450' systems ,are listed, with a' description of sygem' functions and
software. languages used. The compendium is a result of 'a
survey bp(.he NationalAssociation for State Intormatibnf

,z
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Systems. (NASIS) in cooperation and 'support. of the Law
Enforcement Assistance. Administration. NASIS plans to extend
the compendium to include all Meal government computer
systems as' fluids 'are. available. This agency is located on
Ironworks Pike, Lexington; K 40511; the address for mail, is
Box. 11,910.

URBI.S 9

Attention is invited to two up=to--'date directories of
computing in local gov rnment. They are the Municipal'
Information Systems Dir tor (Ref.. 41), and the 'CounI/
Information Systems Direc r/ (Ref. 42) . These-directorillp
were.prodbced.by the 'Urban Information Systems (URbiS) project
at the Public. Policy Research Organization (PERO), University'
of California at. Irvine. : Computer applications are listed by
specific governments and include information on pro
development and transferability .as well \as a cam K.

mainframe index by manufacturer and users. The zgbis Pro ec
is 'supported by a National Science Foundation grant and is
carried out with cooperation from the International City
-"Manager's Association, The. Natjonal League of Cities, the
National Association of Countie-, and PublicTechuology, Inc.
Directed Dr. Kenneth' Kraeme ,- PPR° performs policy research
andAsrovides advice on public policy questions of interest to
State -and local governments. See Section V.F.3 below .for
abstracts from RefS. 41 and 42.

<
4'

-'

r

'Since software -costs may well exceed hardware costs, every
-effort must be made to use most feffeCtively what has beell
done.

3. -Corikatibility, COnvertibilit/, and Standardization

In achieving the Cost advantages of transferable programs; th-vir?'
.

. choice of programming language is, of.course; critical. Bu
the choice of langsuage and the characteristicS of the hardware
are interdependent. There may be difficulty in' sharing
software between' ',=computers even of the' sane model-if .thl
system Configurations Ore .dit(erent. ,Genteral purpose-_.

. illang4ges are 'characterized. by _their ability.tobe machirte.
independent. However, almost without exceptions these
Programs are) modified to meet 'unigue\) applications. As a
result, language ditilectS develop and compatibility Problems*
persist. 4-- --

, . .

Relatively minor incompatibility can be overcome by use of
translator ptograms... These add cost tc the programming phase
and add time to the operations phase of a system. . '

,
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A more difficult conversion problem is translating from-onelanguage tc another. This task is simplest when the languages
are Similar and sdpport identical logic. If the langUages are
different,,but support ;the same type of logic and have'similar
capabilities, it is possible to recode programs from. one .

language tcsanother. The automatic conversion on a stateiment7
by-statement basis fol. a less powerful language to-a more
powerful one is not efficient, and the conversion of a more
powerful one to one less powerful.is-not feasible. Hence,
translatiron (automatic or otherwise) between languages is Most
useful for languages'ihat are.siMiIar and at the same leVel.

While adoption of a standardized, language fop information
centers would have some obvious advantages in compatibility r-
and transferability, standard language also .1.i'mitS the freedom
to adapt to local nRedsror equipment. Even in .tie case of
general pUipose packaged programs, there will be costs for
training operators, integrating the package into the , rest of

system,°and-tesfing it in, its newenvironment. Ref. 46.

It is .not clear at this timethat,there should ba a single
standatdized language for universal use in urban informationsystems. For the present, it seems more appropriate to
recognize a limited number of languages with different
operating .characteriStics that are applicable to local needs.
A. r dealing "...principally .(with) the technical aspects
of compu er program. transferability" is cited in' Ref. 47.

- From Refs. 41° and 42, pages Eiand 9, the following useful
informatiOn on computer program, transfer may be 4ound:

)"HOWTO ASSE§S THE POTENTIAL- FOR
TRAN4ERRISCUMPUTER APELICATIONs .

. "Data processing' managers and user depairtment. heads;
" frequently,need to assess the potential ,tor ttansfeering

computer applications, especially given the cost anck, ti'e
lapse involved in the process of ,designing and developing N_
new applications in-house. Yet,.aspects of ttansier 'are
not generally understood at the present time.

,"The best' way "ta tlook at transfer is to view it as a,
continuum; starting with the transfer of infbtmation
aboiit ..applications and moving to the comMlete aaapta4ion
sand.implementation*of systems.' Levels of .this 'continuum
are spelled out below.
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"Levels of, Transfer-
. .

1. Information ,Identify computer applications of
interest and potential sites for
transfer. '

7s

2. 'Ideas exchange ideas and experieuces with
users of the specific application.

exchange documentation on detailed
,systems design and functional
specifications fox a. particular

.application.

.,Exchange actual. computer; programs
paltd modify as ieguired for local.
.conditions.

3. Documentation

4. Computer
programs

5. Computer,
transfer

'package

Obtain experience of other cities,
their documentation, such as .executive
summary, madadement guide, 'technic
repotts; computer programs, tech n cat
assistance.in implementatincpthe=
4programs On-site ,andqraining for
:data'processing and users:-

Costs as well beuefits 'must be, considered in 'the
transfer of computer applications ,since some costs, are.
incurred in every transfer case.

The transfer of computer programs' (levels 4 and 5) is the
.most costly level of. transfer. fibre: ,the less costly
transfe -r. .usually, involves generalized package with
p.01*nase prace as,theottly =.7-1-1p-ftont , cost. r' An example
WOdk-d -6e-74-Stati'stical package, ,or a reporting syStem,
such 4.-siTA, _Uniform Fire. Information. Reporting ,System,
which :wasr..deyyeloped and distributed by thelqiational lire
PrOtecti,o4A8Ociation and theirDeOartment'Of UouSing and
Urban Development.

P;Even i theSe yeneralized: packages'beat:ad4tlionalcosts,
such as thcse:inCiirred in the training 4- users, the
ihte4rating of the a-pplications with the operating syste
and the testing grlor to.produCtion.

"the trhnAletence of 'another 'citylscom,putev program is
the more alternative at .the fifth. level. of
transfer, especial-3- if the programs gequigb extensive
modiicationfore he application can be.used ih a new
situation.
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"A city that obtains a pa;'roll system'from a .similar city, ,nbut needs to add ,labor distribution capability :Co the
system illustrates.one wa t nSfer modification-CbSts are
incurred. nsider a ci that transfers-aregreson

:,-model for propert aSsessmen . In this' case considerable
data must be,manipula ed prilof-to.isplementation in Cider,'
tb "tune". the model to another city's conditions.

."Potential .savings over, the cost, of designing and
developing a systemLin-gouse, is. the obvious- benefit from
transferring computer applications. inpther benefit is
the advantage to managers, who can assess the operating
cost/bdnefits of the Application through discussions With-=
managers in. the originating city. Another benefit to the
recipient government comes from,the interchange 4 ideas
and :discussions of common problems. ytuch 'infOrmation
exchanges can, help the. recipient avoid, many, eaors,a/
4,61uding the omission. of important components.

"The cost and benefit of transfdrringcomputer'programS
versus developing- them in-house can ands -- should be
estimated. The'tEey is tom, carefully investigate casts And
bgnefits at the-.other *velsdf transfer (levels 1 to 3), .

prior to actuattransier of computer 4iograMs. While the-
cost ozd purChaS.ng such programs is easy td: determine in
m t- - cases, the determination of 'costs involved iu
mo ficatibn during transfer' is quite difficult, .aS
illustrated above-.

"In, a few cases, accurate costs -and*. beuetits for a,
generalized program package can be pre9Icted,prior to the
commitment to implement. Eiample4 of .such- paCiageS'
include those developed,' by federalgencies, national
professional associations, software 'co ultin4firmS and
computer '..manufacturers. Unfortunately, iem coaputer
applications of thistype-lare availai4je'for 111

I

-See. Refs. 37 and 43 regaiding.avaiIabi4ty of a powerful data
management package min the ptblid dObain.
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sgCTTON VI

STAFFING

The human mind is capable of mazing feats' ci..f memory in cro-,viding information services: Eint to deielop such abilities
require's highly dediaated. peottle,- tc devote several years. to
th ,-.1-task,&#nd such skilts:7reguire- several years of experience
by 14-ghlyw'dedicated Pe,,o.le'llitio are emotionally able to deal
with the often kePatient!'4. blic for long periOds. Cities findit very difficult to :obtain and, keep .such individuals for .ongenough periods to make them teally-eective in their jobs,
although there are Some outstanding peCple ,performing in ,ttesejobs. The role of t6c1n-Ology in a .CISC ig not; , at least atthis stage, ,to, r'lac,e the humaJp--function in' the, provision 'of ..information services. Rather, flt is ,to make it poSsible . for,motivated staff people to peform tie information ,unctions ..

-.without requiring the years of ,e,xperience and patiee'!. withthe public that are _now .required /' under present' orating
procedures. Ref. 16. 4 ,,,

t. . \ k.
/ 7,....In any latOr intensive service- -such as humatp; service

delivery7-,it is important to shorten the training. period as .

.. ' 'much .as. possible consistent with the requirements- of the jcib.Bdi it is especially imspOrtant in the case at-,, information"..
"'-' se'rvices,,- because it 1S reported that those who deliier these .'services, o en grow "stake" OR, the job after.. a fkibit.;.-yea4s

'because f _tile continued str in 'cf contact witii :4te,n '. ,impatient me ers of the public." This "arerct probablir beCemes
tore, "importa'nt, the more the -public identifies 'the' infOrmatiOns
provider , as personally responsible for solutiono of , the
problem. -Thus; the more closely id,entified with the 'cfty
administration ,t e CISC is, in the minds of the put lib,_.. the

rsbnnellesS pa tient he publ is likely tci be id p
when the )hole in the treet has not been filled six w'eeksafter a coifilai,nt ,was first called in. './And the sooner it will::be before the CISC .person loss,' patieRce . with -job, 'and'
either , ,or becomes 'impatient in his or her' turn,. thUs

"defea.ting. in, part the purpose of 'CkSC as a mechan,ism tar,
reducing, aliefiaticin bet wen ,th citi2en. and %the city.aclministration.. :Ref. 16: , .

It would' therefore appear almost self-e'vident that (a) pit
automation -tet:ohnOlogy,caf enable the rapid delivery , pf
information service to ,.the general publia, without excessive
emotional strain on ;the 17Rfc.)rmation praCtitioner at toe. inter-

.,,face', and (by -it ;there i,s fol ow up and accountability in. the
'J..:



Sense described in SectionII, then the practitione4 at theinterface, the service receiver, and the'cityaaministration
should, all three derive satisfadtionfrom work well done.
Some ,problems will of course arise in the operation of such ab
enteiptise that will initially tax the management' because of
their,first,occurrence.'

Related to the problem of.training,people for the complex task
of helping citizens get the informaiion:, they need, and the
role Of CISC technology in 4akinct the information
Ttactitioners "smarter faster,"-, an article in the HarvardB4sils .Review points out that-prkinctivity of employees inthe,' al .government-sector,is assuming greater and greater
importance as -the nuaber of people, employed there.inOreaSes.
Nearly-13Alillion'people.areemproyed.bp, governments in the
Un, ed States, '.8-0% of them in' state and ,local governiOuts.
Thi repreSents "...more than the aggregate.employment4bi all
the durable gOodsmanufacturing,industries,sincluding...autos,
electroitigcs,stee.t,andheavyalachinery-'
A recent report of the Federal :cc,uncil for 'Science and

,...Technology, Ref.-6;, contains the following statements on page
i17:

'

hi

"After a,- disappointingly slow rate of growth in
productlyity in Ole.. 1965-1970 .period* (2:14, the rake
rebounded,,. in the two-year perio, 1970-1972,,to
National concern with , productivity, .howeVer, h s not

'apated. The continuation of this real)ConCern is. sed on
tiie large percentage' (64%) of the labor force in the
Setvice Sector- and the corresponding difficulty of
increasiwproductiVity in thiS, highly'laboriutensive.
sector. ',1;

.

"Government. services, 'cespecially at,the State and lotal'
'lvels, seem, plAgUed Idy- low Productivity.,' Action,- to

'chaale ,this phenomenon is paramount- because these'-lafter
levels of governmentate now responsible fOr. tbe major
part of titpart in 'government spending:ingenera4-and
because the feel the 4o4t pressure? ;by "'Aiericans tar ,a
better quality of living! -

"The'concept;of 'productivity bargaining,' appears to offer.
real 'hope", in achieving ,higher prtductiVity trough, the
introduction of automation and other tecilnolOgies as well

.

as providing income or job. 'sect for.. workers. The.
revision- of- work rule:' mast- accompany .productiv:ity'
bargaining. gxal4les already exist ofv :successful: .

practices- of productivitYbarg4ining:"



Statfina for operatic
respects from that for r

f a prototype. CIrsC differs in two
ne operation:

(a) The prototype w

business 'hours oni
could Well operate

robably operate during normalsp

)2.1e a a fully operational CISC
ours a day, 7 days a week.

d

(b) The prototype would 44';iie one or -more operatiOns
analysts and human factors, specialists to carry out :a
penetratin4 evaluation. of the experiment- The
prototype would also have a-compUter programmer to
maintain the software and to thoroughly document all
changes. hen the 'CISC became fully operational,
these people would return to their regular places of
service.

st municipalities hay r a. number of telephones that are
regularly used by iz to .:request services. The most
frequently used of these phone Ilypters by the general public
may usually oe found in'a black-bouaed box at the .beginning
of the Maniclioal- .listings; .note.. Appendices A and B in this
connection. This means that there ate A- few people' whoSe,,,
regular activity is to answer these phonestiiand 'tO-thus
interface with the' calling citizens: An enumeratonot these
operators shout() be. made as soon as their assignment to the
eXperimenit,is evident. Sini:e most of this ongoing 'activity
will probably be in answering calls to-.the Public. Works
DepartmeTt,,regarding streikts,,utilities, and related problems,
it is,00fthe utmost importance to maintain this routinecall-
ansWerik.tervice.: It a° move to new surroundings with new
switchboa; 4 ,cr7-other, new equipment to be 44made, the
information''praCtaioners'musthe properly trained on the ,new
equiy.Ment and iormakion with time for shakedown. The
workl io in the ew location should not be increased witL new
categor esg4,of'-information until all' are thorouijniy familiar
with their -tquipment and procedUres. One additional
practitioneL for relief and backup 'shOuld be proiddt1 for
every three assigned. ,

4

"In -vieiof.thec concepts set). prth in Sections IV.C, IV. D, and
IT:E abov. reg4rding the in*egrati.on- of expanded services,

,7 informati and referral gervices,avd emergency'.seriices, it
must be AsiZed,that these services are complicated. enough
when delivered separately, so that when,they are combin0 for
delivery by the saw,' agency A the .s.ame ,locationk much'
plaaning and .trainin4 'ot pyrsOnmel mus't be carried out with
sufficient/ lea* time prior-to,initial.Activation. One way to
carry, out thi8'integration is to add each service to the .CISC
atdifferent times_sb that_all.conqgrned will have adequate
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time to become fa liar with the operational feat -des of each
before adding a new service.

.According to the original estimates of the National Academy of --
Engineering, the project team would include five permanent
professionals, three , specialists,- and six information
practitibners. The ,permanent employees include a project
director, a computer syStems analyst, an operations research

7 analyst, a computer programmer, and a clerk typist. The three
specialists include one on-human factors and two operations ,-

analysts: See Ref. 10. The project director should be the
irst individnal assigned to the project and the last to leave.
after the final report Is delivered.' The project director

' should 'approve all the other eiployees, and be assigned
responsibility for overall direction which 'shoild include but'
not be limited to an overall design `study, system definition,
data bank content definition, hardware and software pro-
curement, , ptoCedures development, operator trainingi and
shakedown prior to cutover as Sell as operation. A major
output of this experiment is Io provide proper documentation
to enable otner municipalities to profit by the experien
accumulated from operation of the prototype.' It is therefo
important that the staff collaborate tc produce'a rinal resort
that is adequate in every.xespe5t including photographs and
possibly a documentary motion picture.

.Attention .4 invited to certain recent and ongoing work 4.121.
.

.

has followed and is related to that reported by Warner and
others as cited in Rei. 5.. Dervin and Zweiziq at the
University Of Washington ara engaged in research zon the
develOpment of/)strategies for dealing with, the information
needs of urba residents. Ref. 49: Phase I was designed to
determine ho urban residents state and perceive their infor-
mation neec01 What expeatations they have for need'resolutidn,
what actiods:'thel are regesting 'from agencies, and what
informatiOnrprocessing strategies they prefer. Phase' 4. is
designed to determine how information practitioners see
citizen need statements, requests for action* expectations for
,need resolution, and information- processing strategies. Phase
M-will develop and, teAt a set ,of training devices to help
ihfo'rmation practitione*Milibr&rians in particular) deal-With
citizen needs. This work .is of considerable basic iiporA,ance,.. -.-

to ',thOse,who operate CISC's since prdaitiOners,who interface
with irate citiz'ens in the. CISC context arAP usually Under

: 'emotional. tedision4, Thus the information praetitioner,must-be
carefully trained in "-order to avoid identifying .with"'tile
personal frustration. and exasperation of the questioner..: As
noted above, the,reSearch'of Phase III deals with the inter-
face . between ,.questioner and respondent. So kar-,. the
indication is that ,.,there is a .shOftage of those: at the.-
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interface w o can engage in.Skilled and directive listening.
It frequently napgens that the tequestet has a need that is

. not rat by dust an'objective answer only.

As an indication of 06. extent of interest in such Natters, a
training program for community information practitioners is
-conducted at the graduate level b? the University of Toledo.
Program objectives are "to develop 1) an understanding of and
sensitivity to the, information and 'related needs of people in
various kinds ot communities, 2) an understanding of the
functions and information needs of the social, business, and
governmental agencies serving communities, 3) an insight into
'the "-potential at 'the public library as a social institution
and as a distinctive facet of the community's communications
network, 4) an understanding of the cityn and 5) a teeling for
the quality Of lite among community residentS." See Ref. 50.

0Janowiak ih a recent paper ou new venture management makes the
t. tollowing Statements that are relevantH to the innovatiVe

situatlan of the CISC:

"ImPlementation of 'a new venture requires a great effort
trom-ehe statt. Frommy experience; the ne4 venture group
must be highly motivated and williagto work long.and
hard. Where everything. is new, there is a frontiersman
type spirit. This sirit ukirit mst be felt -by the, whole

.

.
organization. A venture manager must know.his people-. ate
their actiVities-. There is- little time for error.'
Thereforciftthe teamrmust- work closely together iiu 'all
aspects otvrtihe operation.

"Probably the most important: characteristic ot the nc,;4I
....

venture management challenge is the tremendous, number
decisions which .must De made by a fe4
differs tram an established Organization ,where decision. ,
making is diffused "._ Ref. 51.
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SECT ION

cisc LucATioN, EQUIPMENT, SOFTWARE, AND LeACE

"I
V

A. Introductich

This section cotains information on th'e physical situation of
the CISC. Appen4ix A consistt of a short paper on the SystemS
Process that could be used to defihe the center in as much
detailaSis needed to enter into specific., procureient sand
operational activities. If this' route'is followed, the
project director should carry out the study or be very closely
associated -with it.' .

,.

B. Location-, 4,
,

The gational-Academy of EngirTering report that describes this',,:,
project hisAhe following statements cn CISC location:

"The 'project should be located in a major urban area: The
-neighborhood location .should,be,:lin a community of mddelate
to,-low income families.. Areas composed predbminately of

',Welfare families seb-iiid.be avoided to eliminate-,a biasing
of',,,the entire ,project.toWaroP.Servicing welfarerelated
inquiries. Housing the.° project in an .-eXisting public
building may or -maY. 'not -be feasible depending cn local.
circumstances " ;. Bel. 10.

Ways and means.bf, locating a CISC within a community are set
rth at length. idRef. 25;A:for thosewho are' cohfronted with

th,s :°probIem,L it is recommended .,-that N;These -iadas and
procedures be studied. assidUously. . The '00.0dures outlined
arevintended to enable the planner or `project director to.,
becode thckroughly familiar with his;". municipality and itsvario0 local 'neighborhoods and to become immersed izi;,ithes
operation. of local political affairs. Iil.t4:*44way, the first
CISC 'can be placed where ii.is the postAgeeded and it has,a.
reasonable chance of succeeding. .Also,,tWItual transfeC4f
technology -can be thus- readily advanced, by d piing to the
political process. This coupling is a,Oost:e re4ui ement if.

- transfer is to occur.

?iploAg other candcdates Eor the actual sites, of CISt's'arethe
0. public libraries... There is an active sovement among libraries

to take on. information funCtions much bro4der.thah'Aust the
distribution of printed andto-recorded
RePreSentatiVe. of that lovemene t is .the, neighbOrhood
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information centers project, which established two neighbor-hood information centers in two 'branch public libraries ineach of five,- major cities. 7 See B,efs. 29, 30, and i1.Libraries in many partl of the couitry have been among themost active institutions in planning fcr .how cable televisionmight best be used to provide better information services tothe public. Ref. 16.
C. Equipment and Computer Software

The equipment needed for tlhis experimen is a minicomputer and
sufficient peripheral devices to enab rapid storage andretrieval of whaVAis deemed necessary b those who select the
information.

. According to the .;National Academy of Engineering,. het. 10, the
following listed e0r.)4ment" is needed to start, the' eXperiment:

--..' .
Quantity Device K

v
, P,... .". ..-C°OmpUter c, -le to a P: DP-11

Disc or dru tot4ge for,
2Tmillio its :

Paper tape r.eader punch
Teleprinte with tape punch

and read =r '6 ' Terminals ,with TV tube displays
:74. ,4:::, .a

-. ., ,
At 8 ,bits/character, 5..chiaractersiword, and 250'woriVpage, --.. .the suggested capacitt ot-2 million bits can store 200 ',Pages.
At \-15 'lines/page, 11,000' lines are .available. This compares-withsome 7,000 lines, each'' referring to a single entry in themanually operated index ed ' at the Government Information
Center at San Diego, .descritbriefly in= Ref..:17. Each -:linein this index -, ha's : at least one phcne number for the topiclisted. .0ne.pbblisher of, equipment listings, cited, in Ref:.53, has these,, 26.43.mme,nts on the minicomputer situation: The..., ,cliff cult,y,..,..of '.t.r..yitig, t'Z ., desidei on what is or isn't aminicomplfter,%.'is ,.i.l...,lustrate,LAby- toe, fact that the term
HminicOm.pbter" ,: is-J,.' no-- Anger- s-yrcnymous with eitherminicapa.b.ilitie-: mimiSottiiare support. _Powerful mini-basedsystem's, with' ip-pesSi ve sof tware now abound,' and. the csiassic

'"7...) large .1.'numberi,,crunctiets" are also being marketeF,to original
equipment. manutacturers' and sophisticated users With spycialneeds. "Vie net resfult Of all' these happenings is, more often
than not, contusion-r-at mast when one tries to grasp the
meaning or-' directions.. of ti- industry' in .. ,any overall sense

- u/a undgcr , ii he ie 09sne !sets o,ut to .
eed 'arld.4,,citders where .to heqi-14

The .couruSiou may well be -,Fo
sa tist y a. icncwri" in -house

,
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looking for a specific minicOmputer.:thot-----will satisfy that
need .at the best available price." According to oue source-
Ref. 53--there were in September, 1975 "..189 commercially
available minicompnters from 54 manufacturers." Paye M11 -384-
322 of Ref. 53 contains a -list of six different PDP-11
configurations that cost from $10,395 for a 'minimum unit to
'$230,000 for a typical large-scale system. Since the NAE
report cited a PDP-11. oromparablef$quipment, the following
information on this machine is provide from page M11-3b4-301
of Ref. 53. Most of the PDP-11's originated in the early
1970's; this machine'is now the industry's brOadest series. of
processors with a family uf t*ipherals,-operating systems,.
and applications software. Customers can btild a, system' to-
meet: their needs for speed and power: The 1PDP-11's are in.
four.4roaps:

1. Microcomputer:

2, Minicomputer:

3. SyStem Computer:

Multifunction
Machines:

LSI -11, a microprocess&

PDP-11/04, 11/05, and 11/10 for
dedicated applications

Q
PDP-11/35, 11/40, and 11/45 for

multitask applications

PDP-'11/70 for simRltaneous, real-
time, batch; and time-sharing
applicaticns

Further 'inforition on this equipment and that
manufacturers may: be found in Ref. 53, SeCtion M11.
idea is also wp,rthy of consideration, 'based on
hardware hays

of other
Another
compOter

ecoae available since the NAE report. was
released in*. 1971:: The techno ogy of large-scale integration
(LSI) of electronic circuit co onents into very small volumes
has given rise to a gene Lion of small electronic devices
that may well mpa the lives of most citizens as etme goes
on. A well example is the snail hand-held.caldulator
selling for a fe),P rs. This same technology has now been
applied to "digi: computers of sore sophiStication than the
hand7,1eld unit; these _devices - apprOpriately .ealied.
aicrocomp,uters or microprocessors. ,they are based on complex
cirduitry formed' onto a small elementcalled a chip, that is
perhaps 5 mm or. 1/4"- square; ,the.Chip:is then soldered or
plugged into acircuit rpper',in-out,circuits;,. the

4 power supply may be.on, anot_ rf tcard. The. ,progratiming.
inStructions can pe hard wired orr:401e or mere,,ProgrammabIe
Read Only ,Membry (PlipM) ids, that arejpiugged4into
the smaal computer assembly. -s PROM boardS.c40 be
provided for a lariety of opera x:.4147taslcs such paYeall
preparation, 4ax assessment. list s4 .:Afocm'atiod. storage and

v
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.r.

retrieval, and the list goes An and on. The computer with
.some core memory can thus be housed in a cabinet of about twoCubic feet. contents. The PROVs can be c#anged as the need

for task performance varies. The microcomp6ter can thus bemade to resemble, both electrically and in performanp muchlarger machines. Magnetic tape, Aisc, and drum storage as
well, as suitable. in-out devices can be ar4dedto handle the
load. Basic mierocomputers are available iL either -kit or.
assembled form. An attractive way to obtain a useful
computing installation is to obtain othe adequately supervisedservices of local- technical school students for systemassembly. Commercially available television sets, with somemodification, can be used for displays and'keyboard, nits are/tavailable in kit form, also. In this way, a municipa 'ty canobtain at least a set of prokOtype hardware through'wt t mightbe loIlly labelled Operation Bootstrap but only after fthozough planning at all levels including the thinking throughof the matters of data definition, syst4m design, soft e,and maintenance ,to list only fOur of the many problems, 4ceAppendix D--the Systems. Process- -for a guide to ,:::,sy 11acquisition. The total cost for such a microcomputer Kperhaps four terminals could be as low as.$6,000 .(Oulle, 197for equipment onli. Thq industry. trend is toward sisal
single-function, stand-alone machines that Ay'_ almostCompletely self-contained and housed in enclosure, umparableto ordinary office desks. Technology transfer could,receive apowerful assist by this mode of procurement 1.,, audition tokeeping local dollars at home and training lodal people. ....

Since it is closely related.to computer equipment, some brieffurther-comments on software are ih.order. This term refers C:to .the one or mare programs' that tell the computer *hat to do.There are two generAl categpries of software: .supeErvisoryprograms and application's programs. .Tha' term superVisoryrefers to progra.mk that control' the actual use or theapplications' programs; telling the computer in detail what'program to process next as well as controlling theiAata'transmission links. The term applications refers t8 progr4msthat carry out'ia specific . dat. processing function; f Orexample, a ci,tizen complaint tracking program, of-attendance
reporting for--secrindary schools, Ref. 54. -In additidn 'tothose'citect in Ref4. 41 and 42, two more typical softwaredireCtories are cited:_pihicomputer Data Services, -20 CoventryLane,' Riverside, Connecticut ,'06878, Ref. .55, '(and Datapro

,%,Directory Of Softwaret-Datapro'Research Oprpouati(cinf' DelkaniNew Jersey 0$075, Ref-u-9.. Froll:tle intA4ucion to Ref. 465',.-'it.may he found. 'that this fdocnment "..45 an Andependentsource of informatibM4fot
minicol.mOuter sOttware service's, withinformation on availability of applicatiMitpackages-minipased

. systems,..- con-sdIting and ,design services, custom. and contract'''. 1_,-
s f o P*
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programming'services, and fully operational turnkey systeis
for a wide range of data processing requirements." This
directory is updated three tines a year, and is divided into
five ' sections: User, Guide; Supplier Directory;
Applications/Software Services; Gecgraphic Locator for
'Supplies; and a CPU (Central Processing _Unit) Section
containing a list of sappliers who have softwarexperience
with specific hardware. On page D03-190-001 of Ref: 9, the
introductory sentence is as 4follows: "Dabapro Software

.Directory represents the latest and most wide-ranging
independent'information' service dedicated to comprehensive

I coverage of all varities of proprietary software offered for
sane to,the'user community." This directory is intended for
use as (1) a selection tool for product: choice, (2) a current
awareness pUblication, and (3) a planning guide. The 1asic
directory in Ref. 9 is in eight sections: DO1 Indexes (ebere
are four) , D03 User's Guide, D05 Inquiry'Servive, D07 Vendor
Listing Forms, D09 Feature. Reports, including application
product reports .by category, D97 an updated list of vendors,
and D99', Software Nets. '- The Applications Section contains,_
formal statements in twenty categories about each product,

.including pricing. In SeCtion D09 in the chaptqr on
"Software--Sake or Buy?" the statement is found that in 1974
the cost/line .14.3f fully debugged and tested software was $10,
"...a significantAfactcc in 'id-house software develOpment.
As an example of the kind of information issuedmonthly by one
computer industry news vendor, Ref. 56 informs the reader that
"ASSIST -11, running under ELSTS/E in a PDP-.11, permits
.teleghone operators (public or private) to call up -directory
'infOrmation directly on a CRT screen instead, of fiddling with
paper or microfilm. Licenie .fees begin- at $5,000.5" This

afeature should 6e useful in a'sCISC to assist the inforiation
prac'titionersin providing rapid response.. to 'Callers.. Notla
Refs: 37; 41; 42,, 43, .,an4H,44, as well as'the paragraph on
TCDfin Section V.'..F.2.aboie:

D. apace
.

0._

lf, the original CISC is based on using an'cingoing.inforpationT
,

,pperation in the municipality such as .that used by the tROblic.)
.jilof0. Department, _this activity can be used fs the p'o,int of
'dep.,:iture. One way to get started is tq survey the,'ndatbers of
telephone positions-iused by Public Works',,for this'purpos
notincitheir,contiguration and he-call load handled. by each4 -

`1.4 inIOrmation practitioner. An a lys.i,s of this workload should
be made'to-;ascertain the Ombe of. the .- various kinds of

/. calls, th,e4 lengi:4,_ana'their-diStribution by-tide.otuday and"
iclay'df wdek. Wiq,"tkas information. at. handi; and After. a
'thorough. Seudy:.0f..SectIV above,,it'shoulde"siBle tO,'

.1-_,;.- '' i . ; ,-; , °o- 4 lr
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..deciae on'the'initial'configuratidn of the CISC. The needhave room for eipansioniust be: kept clearly

Each information practitioner- -with telephone #eadset7-is
expected to be seat ','at a computer terminal that,'is equippedwith a display screen or cathode-ray tube (CHT) to enable
operator inspection of the message entered as a result of each
call. There are a number of manufacturers of these terminals
is can be seen by studying lief. 52, a document that flats anddescribes computers and their peripheral equipment. It isestimated that each terminal would occupy a space of 40 to 60
square feet, including "space for. the practitioner's' chair. If
each 'practitioner has access to a rotating bookcase for- rapidreference, then an additional, fdur or so',:SqUare feet must be
added for this furniture adjacent to the ,terminal.

.The numbers of information practitioners will of course depend
on the peak load encountered. The departments to be included'in the CISC should be surveyed to identify the expected number
of calls /hour by time of day and day of 'week. These numbersshould be adjusted from experience to provide some capability

)

to handle the expected emergencies. 'This naiysis shouldpravide the basis for estimation of the initial load 'on' the
CISC; see Section III above for.ideas

V

n the operational plan.
,,.

.

Computer _storage ,obvidusly depends oh\the expected load and
its disposition as reflected in machine dpacity. If the cityalready has an automatic data processing (ADP) center,
circuits must be provided for data flow between this centerand' the CISC terminals, unless a separate machine is to be
used for CISC operation. The interface equipment should be at I- .the central computer site. The NAE report--Bef.,10--contains
the suggestion that a minicomputer comparable to the - PUP -11:should be adequate for the experiment. This unit and the-
:peripheral,devices listed in Section VII.B above require about
00-square feet of space:

r

Sq. Ft.

1 computer 30
1itorage unit ... 10
1 paper-tapesreader punch ... 10.
1 teletypewriter-, 20
6 CET terminals with

desks and chairs 300,.

370

: -

The spac4 eliste include about 2 feet on,each side for
clearance and working area.

ion
to in4allatiO41,..a scale

-drawinA o'f;the installation should be made showing the'space
.

tvii. , - _ :-

1,' ii. -
,
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'io ',each and including thato ,needed fog
cablin4, electri.-0powr, chairs,. aSteiasts, storage loc-ker,-
secretarial stipport, andeny nOeded spAce.;' Theredec,
substitute for forward-lookingplanning:

"inis quite likely that an experimental CISC could bp located
"in an existing' building, possibly a structure' with ,a store
front. Whatever the nature of the structure/it is important
that there be adequate facilities' for air conditioning,
counter space or other-Aa rangements- to .,provide -pleasant
Surroundings for ice to the publiC, sufficient
electric power diStributi. .wirng for the planned ;equipment
including illUsinatic*,-- lePhode, and data circuits, and
office space for the s off. This service can usually. be
:provided by the City Engi-n r;:Office. When arranging for
CISC. space, it is important include wiring and its related
terminations for multichannel cable television to provide for
its, ,later installation when the municipality is wired; this
will greatly facilitate .face -to -face interactions.: See page 2
Of Ref. 14 and Ref. 25. -

Tho fthi should 'also the;:,e given to, possi ijity that
theexperimental. CISC could wellbecomen permanent .part of
the municipal operation. In ,this case and within fiire years,
it is distinctly possible that room for expansion. will 'be.
needed. The 'problem then 'is uhether tc expand in situ orv-Move
to other space. Expansion means ,more. information)

'practitioners, their terminals, possibly more computer
storage, and Other computer peripheral defices such, as a hi01-
speed 'printer.

It wouid,',zbe a mistake to close this section without inviting
attention `to the paper entitled ystbilAsigg Guidelines fob'.

Planning Community. Resource Centers; it is .cited in ,Ref. 14.
Its general content is described in'tbe following excerpt frga
page ii in the Introduction:

"Although organizational, managerial; Ml aniY financial'
considerations are reviewed, the focus of this guide is on
developing planning criteria for spaces required to house
the activities, Included is. a des of illustrations
which traces the users of.COmmunity resource centers as
they move through the spaces; andiescries Ahe spatial
teqUirements for particular activities.. To be sure the
resolution of political,- philosophical, alanagerial,) and
financial' issues -comes- first, but .after..these., are
resolved, tfie physical and spatial.needs are aim integral
part of the, solution. They are'offered as'a reference for .)

atly.comm*tOnterested in- serving the information need's
Grap

A2 I
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.of its Pevin114,Ta ''Pl'anni4g warm anci friendly places
. for1CarriVing. do the aCtivities -chosen.")The Inc.rodnCtio:/ to Ref. 14 alSc contains' a . wealth of

.Sackgrounti material including. summaries .of the operation - ofthe British Cikizen's 'Advice Bureaux and activities of the
French in this area. On pp. 47 acid 4'8 it is found that
. potential, users are divided: into' tour groups: (1)4ersons with
a simple information need who telephone; (2). persons with asimple information' need who walk:. in ; (3) persons with a
diffichit general information need who w want to consult
staff faCe-to-f ace; and (4) persons . With a difficult private
irtformat.on need, who want to, consult the 'staff face-to -face.

Appendix . A of Ref. i4 is a summary of user needs; attention is
invit d to fourteen categories:

1.- ,:Low incoMe. blacks
2. Spanish speaking
3., Mexican-American and their youth
4. Women C,/

Those who are geographically remote
6. The elderly
7. Youth -
8. :Prisoners
9. The deaf or blind
10. T.he generally disadvantaged

'71): American Indians anOEskimos--nonnrban
12. Appalachians-
13. Low income whi' and their youth
'14. Migrant worker

o

A matrix is provided showing, each of these potential users'
_problems4r. needs, serviices,' facilities, programs/ , and prOto-
-firiie4;w4th space for the reader to add his or her own ideas.
Appendix B contains a checklifor furnishings and equipment,Appendix C contains an Environmenflal Guidelines checklist,- andAppendi2 D is entitled "Additional Information Sources:`" An
extensive bibliographical, listing is alsd provided. If modern
telecommunications are combined with the information -ment part of the center proposed in this milestone paper,major contribution. can probably be made to the relieving , oftensions' in the urban part of- cities.'

De f in.iti ve , guidelines , for :--CIS01- design, def inition,
'procurement, installation., and operation can be developed .
usial; the procedure outlined in Appendix D.

Y 14
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COST OTIpiats
04

The .estimates given below are.based,ch.those the.Natitnal
Academy of Engineering' project. Outline7-Ref. 0-Lfor- an
experimental CISC with the dollar values updated to1976o,

This estimate is in two parts; one for .hardwae, the other for
personnel. A 21/2 yeir project, is envisioned.

-.Hardware

A 171DP-11 minicomputer or its equivalent with disk storage can
pro-vide the* required 'capabilYty and flexibility. '. This.
equipment can be either leased or purc4used: In view of the
.ekperimental nature -of this project, leasing with an option to
bUy would deattractive because of thefrelativeqy sort term of
the project, .coupled with possible otsoleSOenoe it ' the
installation becomes .permanent. .Estimated purcliaSe !prices are
listed below.

PDP-11 6r equivalent minicomputer
' mith,a communications interface

1 Disk or drum storage device f
12,000

5,000,

,about 2 megabits.

High - speed, paper tape reader_ punch

42,000'

-.Teketypewriter AS833 with, reader punch

Cathode ray tube terminaj8 with buffers : 30.000
',*73,200

Personnel

The project team should consist of five permanent project
personnel for the 30 months of p,rajeCt: duration, thtee
specialiSts for 018 months, and six inforOation operators for
.10 *oaths. ,.The costs listed below incluae salariesAtoverhead-
administration, andother ccists.

P



Project Director.
System Analyst
Operations Research Analyst
Analyst Prdgrammer
Secretary

perations Research. Analyst
perations- Research. Analyst
uman Factors Specialist

Information Operators' (6)`
e

Total -Personnel Costs

Total Travel and Othei

Tot:a-1 Hardware Costs,

'DOTAL ESTIMATED Pli ECT COST

$60Q0/ c., for 30:MO.
)$5,000 c. for: 3a...coo.
$5000/ fo. for 30 -Lao:
$4000/ C..fOr 30 'Mo.
$1800/nic..'fOr 30.mo.,

4 '

$4b010/roc. -for 18 loc.:,
$40.041/Mc. f or 113' too.

$4000/mc. for 18 mo.

$3000 /mo. for 10 mo,

180,1)00
150: 000
'150,000
NO,.0001
-54,C00,

7 2 , 000
72,000
72,000

18-0,000



SECTION IX
. -1

This -rePort describes an experiment for, the operation of
Community Information and Services Center ICISCf, 'a place
designed 'to contribute to improvements in .the quality of life
of urban residents.' The basic objective of this ptograu is to
provide 'a protcalpe for duplication throughout the country.

The experiment, based . on application' of :modern
telecommunications- technology, is designed to identify,
process, store,- retrieve, and deliver -quantities of
'information hat are needed by urban residents. in. Cue conduct
of their daily affairs and in relaticns_with their municipal
government

In a 1971 report to the U.S. 'Department of HOusing and. Urban
Development, the National Academy of Engineering recommended
the activation of an experimental CISC. Based on results of.a
survey of over 300 cities, the CISC was of the highest
priority.; Computerized information handlip4 via remote
terminals was the basis of the experiment.

Increasing demands for more services and lower, taxes is
causing, .municipal managements- to look further t modern
technolOgy to assist in meeting theSe regUirements. ln 1961,'
"Lewis Mumford wrote that "...there are surprisin ly f w
effective channels of 'communication between local oficials
and the community at large." The CISC is viewed,aS a means of
trying.%to:bridge this gap and contribute to reduction of urban
tension. .

A CISC is a place where residents of acommunity can receive
answers to questions. that arise'from'their relations with the
localgovernment and their envizonmental situation. The long-

, range-CISC objective is to enable a much more rapid and
.satisfying exchange between residents and local government
Using modern automated telecommunications .and information-
handling technology. Specific purposes in activating a CISC
include

1) More responsible and expediticUs delivery of existing
city services

;

2) Information and referral on services not presently
offered by.the city

86 4



Information on plans, proposals, and activities of the
city government

.More rapid .feedback of citizen attitudes. to city
officials

.

Such interaction is now mostly one way,' and A 'a highly labor
intensive activity. It is thgrefore reasonable to expect thata colleCtion of one or more appropriate computers; periphetal
devices, and:remote,terminals could aid in Raking this 'inter-
action More tractable and efficient.,.

A preferable location for an experimental C/SC -is,: in a
neighborhood that contains neither 'all middle' class nor allwelfare recipients so that the experiment will 'no bd'biased.
Access to the CISC is by telephone, walk in, ;Or is one ormore remote terminals. Since the CISC is the -city
government to its clients, it is essential that the respcngebe such' as to convince the caller that he or._ stye has come _'to
the right place for talk at least leading to problem solution.
With this mode of operation and an hourly call load of about-

it is a requirement that ccdputerized information
handling will be needed by each information practitioner. !For
lower call rates, the manual 'operation of the Government
Informatioh Center in .San Diego is cited, where .Federal,' State,
county, and local governments are represented." Approximately235,000 calls per year are handled; about one -half are forinformation on Fedetal'mattets. See. Bet.

An important featdre of a computerized CISC is that, it enables
the exercise of accountability on the part of city anageant,
as the city is reSponsible/ 'to the residents tor services
delivered. Since the Mayor is, in the-eyeS of the citizens,responSible for the city's ,activities, the computerizedassignment' of requests for service to the appropriatedepartment for action and,.the tracking of the resulting
activity can provide top city officials with the necessary
-information to actually manage the flow of ,service.. When a,
call for service 'is received; a computer-generated serial
number' and date-time groUp are assigned, and while the caller
is on the line, the problem "is -transmitted. to the properdepartment on_ a thre'e-way.conference cal with the citizen
getting a ,response date. An entry with these. data and
departmental. identification is made on he computerized
Mayor's summary as well as in the CI and departmentalrecords. :When- the work is done tha sati %fies the service
request, a' suitable entry is made in the computer record andeither a written report or phOne call is made to the'requester. In this. way, the caller finds that the city
management, is listening" to his or her problems and trying do
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respond. Further, the Mayor has a means Of, hol'din'g his
department'heads responsible for.th Work assigned to them.

.

Other functions of the, CISC 'include the answering of

innumerable questionS-frod the citizeim. Section-IV contains
probably. sore'than needed abstracts from survey by Warner,
.Muray, and Palmer, cited in Lief. 5, on,the information needs ,

...of over 1,900 citizens in Baltimore,. Maryland. This milestone
, LdocumeAt must be studied by those who.design.and activate such

a data bank. Nine functions of a-CISc ae detailed,-and.the
relation of a CISC and a municipal Emergency Operations Center
is discuSsed. ,b

Section V contains comments on the alikimportant.matter of-
computers and programming for CISCos, including code
transferability from one ;machine to another.. In view of the
massive output of the. Urbam_InfOrmation Systems Inter-Agency
Committee (USAC),- U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

iDevelopment, this topic s.particularlY. relevant.

CISC staffing problems are discussed in Section VI. 'Included
are comments on the .work of Brenda Dervin at the
University of Washington,; Seattle, in.ttaining informatiOn
ractitioners, those all - important People. 'who respond to

uests- from dltizens The problem is to enable the
1).5 ctitioner-to listen,all-day to'complaining'citizens withfout
becoming frustrated, possibly- leading to resignationi. The
_virtue of patience is of the essence in these positions.' This'

training projectwas supported by the Bureau of Libraries and
Learning Resources, Office of Edutatio4, U.S. ..Departmient
Health, Edutation, and Welfare Under the direction of Paul
..ianaske,

Brief ,remarks are provided in Section II on CIsC'location,
.eguipment,'andspace requirements/ leading-to,a project, cost
estimate of about $1.1 million Lo-Section Vfil for the '2-1/2
year project. The basic equipment cited is a 'minicomputer, .

foildwing the NAE recommendations. , 'Consideration should be
giien, howe.ier, to the microprocessor since one of these
relatively inexpensive machines can be made to electrically
resemble'a much larger computer. 06.0. technological advance
has occurred since the NAE report was issued in .Use
of an existing large computer\for on-line time sharing should
be considered if the municipality has access...to such'a
machine.

a
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Diego, the County of Safi, sego, the State Of. California,
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Federal Civil Servicet System throUgh the General pervi6es

oitistra tion. Theibe are :ten telephone lines with access
to city, county, -stte, and Federal telephone sN.t,ews.
'The monthly load isapproximately 20,00Q. The Aka
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Pugh the Information Manager. Some way must be found
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AppENDIX A
\ .

LIST OFSELECTED-U. S.-CITIES AND COUNTIES
FOR FREQUENTLY' USEDTELEpHONE NUMBER LISTINGS

.1,

The telephone directoies containing the listings of the
cities and counties named below were used to identify th)
agencies with the most frequently requested telephone numbers.'
In each case, these, agencie'S and their phone numbers were get

stiff from the remainder of the city., listings by a pax with
black borders.- Regarding the South Bay area of Los Angeles
County in southern California, the only directory used was
that issued by the Pacific Telephone and TelegL'aph Company;
the GTOIXdirectory was not used.

.4D.

%

1. Atlanta

2. Baltimore
"""-%

City

3. Baltimore County

4. Boston

5.-- District of ColuMbia 19.

6. Inglewood; California

,

15. Los Angeles County
South Bay Pacific&T

16,,,Los Angeles'County West

17' , Miami Beach

fi8. Aiami, City of

.71 Long Beach City

8. Los Angeles,Cityr

LoS Angeles Northweste

Los Angeles South Bay

11. Los Angeles West

12. Los(Angeles

13:' Los Angeles
Long Beach

Newark

20. New Jersey, State of,, in
Newark Telephode Directory

21. Salt Lake City

22.' Salt LakeCCunty

23. San Diego City

24. San ,Diego County

25. ,Sall Francisco

County - Airport 26.

County', 27.

14. Los Angeles County
Nofthwest /

Seattle

Washington-King County

28. Washington, tate!'of,
j'n'Seattle Telephone,
Direct?ky.
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EXHIBIT 111-.1L_

AGENCIES OF THE
MOST iREQUEN1iLy REQUtSTEB TELEPHONE NUMBERS

OF SELECTED U. S. CITIES AND COUNTIES-'--,,

Administrative Offices
Adult Problems
Air National Guard
Air Pollution Control;
"Airport , -:

All Emetgendy Calls.
Ambulance
Animal Shelter /Control
Assessor
Auditdriums,
Auto Licenses and-Titles
Baseball Stadium
Beach PatrOl
Beach Weather and BUTf'llePOTt:
Beaches Department H,:,H,
Bitth:a d Death.ReOOrdS,

.)C

814.1-10 habilitation
AtokenrTraffiCSignals
Buildi g:HandHOusing Services
Build ng and -Safety
Building Division:,-
BUildinnspector
Business Licenses

) Central 'Library .--

Childrens' Services
Citizens Service. Bureau I
City Employment Offlic4
City Hal
City Hospita .

.

City Light--Al,t Customer SerVicet
Civic Center Ticket Office
Civil Defense
Civil Seryice
Community College District
Community Relationo .

Tomplaintt
,Conspmer Affairs.
Consumer Complaints
Consumef'Protection
Convention Bureau
Convention Center

2

2

1

1

1

a.



EXHIBIT B-1 (Continued)

MOST FREQUENTLY REQUESTED TELEPHONE NUMBERS'r

County Attorney
County erk
County fices
Court
Customer Services
Cyclorama
Dead Animals
Dittritt Attorney
Dog and Cat Licenses,
Dog Shelter
lOrivers4 Licenses
Drug Abuse and Help
Drug Abuse. Hot Line
Election' Supervisor
Emergency Sewer/Repaits
Emergency Stret, Repairs .

Employment seciurtty Information
EmploymentSerVices.
EnvirOnment'and Streets
Environmental ACtion,'
Expressway.Obstructions
Federa'1,City College
Perties Schedule
Fire and Rescue
Fire Emergency
Fire Headquarters
FranCiscan Treatment Room
Garbage and,.Trash SerVice.
Gas Department
Government InformatiOn Center
Harbor DepartMent
Health department
Highway "anTFlood Control
Highway Department
Hospital Patient Information
Hosp4als -

Houbing Authority
Housing Codes
Human.ReSCue Information Center
Human Resources Information Center
Human Rights Commission
Humane Society
Ycy Streets or Expressways.
InOome Tax Office

Industrial InjuryC1-a ms

98
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TOTALS

1

1

5.

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1-

1

1

1

,1

1

1

1-
1

16
.

3

1'

1

2
4

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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EXHIBIT'B-1 (Continued).

./.."1MOST FREQUENTLY REQUESTED TELEPHONE NUMBERS

TO41ALS

Information Operator
Jail
Jobs

1.
12
1

Juvenile Hall 1.,

Landfill 1

Landlord-Tenant Relations 1

Lead Poison Control 1

Leaf Collection 2

Legal Aid--Downtown 1

Library 6

License Department. 1

Life Guard Service , 1

Liquor Control Board 1

'Lorton Reformatory 1

Lottery Winning Number 1

Marine Stadium 1

Marriage Licenses 4

Mayor's Office 3

Medic One 1

Miamarina 1

Miami Baseball Stadium 1

Motor-Vehicle Division 2

Municipal Auditorium 1

Municipal Construction 1

Municipal Courts 3

'Municip0,EMployees Cr'edit Union 1

National. Capital Housing Agency 1

OperatOr
.

1

Orange.Bowl Committee Ticket Office 1

Orange Bowl Stadium 1

Paramedic Rescue 1

Parks and Recreation 3

Personnel 3

Planning Department 2

Police 15
Police Headquarters 1

Policia 1

Prison and LAvestock'Farm .1

Probation Office and Parole 6

Prosecuting Attorney 1

Public Advocate 1

Public_Assistance 1

Public Defender. 2

Public Library 2

Public Schools 2
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EXHIBIT B-1 (Continued)

MOST FREQUENTLY. REQUESTED TELEPHONE NUMBERS

!ZO;I'ALS

p

Public Social ServiCes 3
Public Utility Commission. Claims 1
Public Welfare 1

Public Works Complaints, 2
Public Warks Information 2
Publicity and Tourism 1
Purchasing 2:
Rat Eradication
Recreation Department 2
Recycling 1

Refuse Collection and Disposal
Registrar of Voters 1

Ovenue Department 1

Road and Street Repair8 1
Rumor Control 1
Sanitation 1

Senior CitizOns 2
Sewer Division 3
Sheriff -- 9
Social Services 3
State Police
State's Attorney 2
Storm Drain Repairs 1
Street*Cleaning 1
Street Department 2
Street,Light 2
uicide Prevention 2
Superior Court 1
Supervisor of Elections 1
Surveyor 1
Tax (Ad Valorem) !,

1
Tax and-License Information 2
Tax Information 1
Taxes and Assessments. 1
Trader's Licenses 1
Traffic Citation Bureau and Courts,
Traffic Signals 1
Trash Colletion 1
Trees Down in Street 1
UnemplOyment'Compensation 3
Violations Division 1
Voter Registration 2
Water and Power 1
Water and Sewer 1
Water and Sewer Bills 1
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. , EXHIBIT B -1 (Continued)

MOST FREQUENTLY REQUESTED TgitE\PHONE NUMBERS,

A

OTALS

Water Bills _ f
Water Departmedt ' :7

Welfare DiViO.on . 2*
Youth and Famkly'Serdices 1

Youth Service Center 2

Zoning Information '' 2



Tonic Area

( 1 )

APPENDIX c.

Exhibit C -1.

. ,

Univeise of specific (nobles/cues

Percent,
of Total
Problems

(2)

Percent
of Total

Most
Important
Problems

(3).

ons cited by topic area

Soecific.ProbIems/onesrions

(4)

Total Citations
Relevant

Percept City'
Number Unaided Agency.

() (6). (7)

f) 'Neighborhood 16 17 Complaints about children 327 14 D' DS5
Traffic and patking 287 . 12 TT
ComPlaints about neighbor& : 237 18 CISC
City Services 235 33 cisc

j Other undesirable conditions
s

137 '12 CISC
Complaints about dogS 112 15 H
Complaints about rats 73 '21 H
Vacant lots,, aba'ndoned cars and .

buildings 9 31 10 PWAll Neighborhood Problems TS
. k..

2) Housing and
Maintenance

13 16 Rental problems
HOuse hunting
Barriers to housing change
House needs iepaixsjimbrovements
Utilities service
Housing regulations
Housekeeping concerns'
Public housing
Housing loans
Other housing Problems
Other maintenance problems

All Housing and Maintenance Problems.

.(

3) Crime and Sbfety 10 14 General statement of fear

343 ' 25 HCD
306 15
113 10 Cg/HC0
97 40 HCD
81 68 RP/ '''.'
63 40 HCD
44 67 DSS .

39 - 36
'. '.

HCD
33 13 HCD
.19 60 HCD
'8 63 HCD

7
379 3 City Legal Office

CISC .°
Specific crime 210 12 Police Nonemergency
Lax law enforcement 13.0 13 Police --Nonemergency
Drugs or. narcotics 96 8 17:T Department'
Need,mgre street lights 48
Other crime problems 15 40 Refer by CISC: City

jail; Traffic
violations; ClerksAll Crime and Safety Problems

.
8 of Cobrts

4) Consumer

All ConsuMer Problems

r.
P

13 11 Food prices too high
.Product quality bad
Prices too high
'Complaints about ripOffe
Service quality bad
Need information on services
Need information On pcOduct
Services unavailable,, inconveni enr
Pro5ucts unavailable
Other

288 -3 CISC
240 15 H
159 4 CISC
106 43 CISC
97 27 CISC
93 75 CISC
87 34 Library
70 51 CISC
.42 43 CISC
17

Y5
35 CISC
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Exhibit C-1 continued

Topic Area

(1)

44' , Percent
Percent of. Total

of TOtar.; Most
Problems important

' Problems
(2) (3)

Specific Prop ems/Questions

i;

Tote). Citations
. Relevant

Percent . City
Number Unaidel itgenty

151 (5) 17)

5) Employment

All Employment Problems.

8' Unemployed, lookin
' Present job

Barriers tp.empil)ent'
Want change
Summer jobs. h.
Other emoloymentnotilems
Job training. Programs

086 12 NOMR.-. EMploy. Off.
121 14 CISC - Counseling
86
67 MOMR --EmplipY.- Off,

4

58 2r),' MOMR,
34, CISC - Counseling
16 5 - MOMR

6) Education and
Schooling

A1,1 Education Problems

7) Health

7 Complaints about, system
Information
financial aid :. .

- Parent/teacher%stu.ent conflict
Busing comolaints

.'.Adult education 4
High cost 1

,, Other educatibh prOblems

J.0

All Health Problems

C

r

Comolaints about male its
Need informat On or. dvice
Health Aniuri ce

;, ,

High tOst'of are
, tiri,,available/inade to care
Mental health ,

Other health 'Problems
)

220
148
56
39
38
14
26
24

These nontrivial'.
16 problems require
'4 a center, jointly]
16 operated'. by the 20.

or So colleges. inA,
21 : theOaltimore
12 The4City School
29 :system requires a
- ..cenae.where inquiries

'can be handled also;.,
for elementary,ljunior
high, and high schools.

8) I Pub*c Assistance,

.

All Public Assistance Problems
.v

Problems with Department 'of
Social Serfrices

Medical assistance
Food stamps
Social secudity

,

Unemployment compensation

Other problems

-Ji

124 14 Health
98 37 . Health
87 30 .; Health
83 2 Health
75 12 Healttv
33 39 Health
13 15-

d,

Health
1Z

Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department

56I 52 DSS
51 24 H - ambulance, etc.
43 53 US Dept. of Agr.
29 66 ...US Social System-into

'number /CISC referral
27 30 ,US Social System-into

',number /CISC referral
N 100 CISC

73 .

9) ansportatlon

All Transportation Problems

4 InadeauSte:hus service
' Other tranSoOrtation oroblems

Need information on abblic
transportation

Auto insurance
_High-Cost public transoortatian
Fear of using public transportation
Road maintenance/markings
Barriers to use of transoortation
Cat /repair financing

Inadeauate emergency services

I
292 3 T.
65 1.5 T T ....

39 r 29 T T
11. 42 library.
31 10 1 T & T
28 -- T 6 T, police
22 45 ' ' pw
17 18 IF 1 T &.T -.

10 .

-- Library - Consumers
Reports, etc.' !''

9,.

33 'T& T
TT

1



Exhibit C-1 continued.

Too'ic A

(1)

10) Discrimination

Percent
of Total
Problems

PePcnt
of Total
.Most

Important
Problems

(2) (?)

4

All Discrimination Problems

SoeCific Problems/06btions

(4)

t
3 Rbdial tensions

Raclal,discrimination -

Sex discrimination
Blacks moving in
()the)/ problems
Blacks charged more
Too much to black-

4

Total CitatiOns
Relevant'

Pet cent City
1 Number . Unaided Age'ncy

(5) : (6). (7)

79 it These problems demand
69 ' 9 one 'or more locations
49 6, where these tension
45 .9 generating problems
43 5 can be resolved.
42 7 I (Refer Oy CISC-City.
40 . Legal Office to be

'7 included as well as
r the Consumers Office-in

State Attorney General'Iro
Office.)

11) Financial Matters

All Financial' 'Problems

4 3 General grioe--insufficient money
Property tax too high
Loan or credi difficulties
Need information on income tax.
Acauirinn/sel ing oroperties ,

'Other problems
'Stock market /investments.
Need information on retirement

106
57
53
4%1

22
22
11
4

8

23
25

'46
59-

. 45
27

CISC -.safety valve
Assessor's Office

CISC
IRS and State Offices
City Legal Offices

CISC.

Local banking assoc.
City. State, and Fed.
Civil Service Comm.

12) Legal

All Legal Problems

3 Need for legal services
Contracts °
Divorce
Leaal 'documents
Other legal problems

69 46 'City Legal -Office-
60 23 Public Defender, Public
41 '12 Interest Lawyers, local
28 54 law school CISC refer'
15 -- 'to Legal Aid Bureau, Inc.7 7 phone numbers.

13) Miscellaneous

All,.0thex Fraiilems

Need child day care

DiscusSiOn of news events

Need names, addresses
Need birth control information/advice
General care /well -being 5,f children
Other miscellaneous
High cost of child care
Other birth control'prblams
Other child-Pare oroblems

111 11 DSS bnd private
.agencies, make lists)

108 30 CISC refer to local CC,
senior citizens clubs .

103 Be CISC,Library
67 .. 4 Health Department
35 34 Health Department
26 88 Health Deoartment
18 -- CISC -.8
10 30 Health Department
9 -- DSS, other local, and

State. agencies.
. .

14) Recreation and
Culture

411 Recreation ProblMs

5 Too little for children and teens
Too little for adults
Need information about recre tion'
available

Poor cuality
Other
High cost
Lack of. supervision

200 7 P & R,
111 P,& R,

77 - 26
32 --
17 47
17 --
16 IT

9

Plarirling
Planning

P & R
P & R
P & R
P & R
P & R

7



APPNDI;X D

THE SYSTEMS PROCESSI, AN EXPOSITION

1
It is the objec
the.SYstems Pr
_limitations an

Introduction

Accoicidig to Parker, "The ,systems approach basically applies
the scientip.c.method to the- solution of practiCar ptoblems;"
Ref. 1. ConCepts of the systems-process vary from-regarding
it as the ,Modt powerful intellectual tool ever devised to
"...the /vacuous '-systems approch...':": Historically, some of,
these ideas were applied to the activity used during World War
II by Mall groups-of people in trying to solve problems that
were beyond the capacity of one person in the available time,
such /as initial applications of radar in the defense of
Britain,- bombing- effectiveness, and antisubmarine warfare.
Lar/ger business fiems have used Comparable processes formany
Years in pooling the eff4Orts, bf management to maintain or
improve their profit margins4 The process began to get
widespread public recognition shortly after Robert S. McNamara
became ,Secretary of Defensev, he 'brought in a group of
'technical people, who after some effort were able to break up
Some . of. the massive military problems into pieces that 'Could)
be profitably worked on by individuals of different;
professional backgrounds. Their results viere-fhen combined
and modified by operational people so that the solutionS were
relevant to the real World. Some duplication was taken out of
the military services, and great, efforts were made to obtain
maximum results, for the resources allocated, giving rise to
cost-benefit and cost-effectiVeness schemes..

There are other labels ,ppplied.to the systeMs process.' Some
f these are systems analysiS,.systems engineering, operations
balysis, operations research, management.. analysis, management

scince, and so on. Others say that this,process is really an
application of the.digital computer to a large and complicated
problem. The use ofife term or another usually reflects the
points ,of view and i erests of .those -. doing or responSible for
the work rather than'hard and fast definitions that are widely
,held. It is the writer's opinion that some -distinguishing
-Characteristics of the system prvess are (1) the, continuing
statement of objectives,. (2) consideration of all points of
view, (3)_ quantitative evaluation of alternatives, --(A)

synthesit of an operatiOnally , practicable ,system, and _(5)
system detailed definition, procurement, installation, and
operation. Exagples of the application of this kind of

ive of this short paper to invite 'atteniion,t9-'
cessco its concepts, its 'essential nature,
capabilities,.and its output.

A
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thinking are the Pdia6is submarine weapon system, the B -52
weapon systemf .the electronic .handling. mail,. and the '16
widespread. deliVery.of h'ealth Care.. Of course, no claim is:,
made that all,applications of the systems process' use' art of'the above elements; what counts is tpe intellectual attitude
that combines as the ideas and .unfold. In hisbook The Industrial State, Galbraith-poipts -dut that problems
are- assumed.solvablebefore the solution is in sight,. ,that

isp: the essence of the research and development process.
This is part of the background Of early -ideas--1968--in the
electronic handling of mail: Lest the reader be led astray,
get him not look for a., professional designation of systems
,dildlyst in the seise used here since none exists; there are
few courses in this ".,.vacuous system approach... ": Ref. 2.
SyStems people should have, at least some of the background and
outlook of engineering. or scientific generalists: Ref. 3. . The
system process is ayplidable-to a wide range. of activities; it
is not a policy- making activity of, by, and fOr itself

-although it isAsed by management to prodnce an input for qe
making of policy, providing ,information that is needtd
overall program formUlation, '.guidance_-, and Control,. 0-This
process has evolved from what is called systems engineering .in
the military establishment; it was devised to enable neededweapon system przcurement,' installation, operation, and
.maintenance to occur according to'schedule. Since much of
engineering'is.orienEed to hardware and less to people, it is. ..inevitable that the phrase "systems engineering" came into use-'
in, the military context,' However, in the civil sector, needs..are generated primarilAt from Awme-=o,r_less immediate human
reqUireMents, so the's-phrase "Systems. Process" is coined tohete indicate the dpplicatonbf analysis and technology tofhe Satisfaction of human needs. 'It is a way of thinking, . atool .to enable 'a logical and rigorout attack to be made on '\
complex and interrelated problems of broad scope involvingpeople_ and machines in'a chancling environment. Again; pOssi-
ble definition boundaries are fromiregardinq it- as the most
'powerful intellectual tool ever devised to ".-the vacuous
systeMs process."

.At 1 e risk of oversimplification, the process may' bedivided--for many applications- -into four . steps: (kirst,_Concept - Formulation----,where-:-7system--gcaIs are identified,
OjectiveS.at various levels -spelled out, and alternatives
weighed and selected; secondly, System Definition takes place,
specifying.exactly what is, to be built or obtained;' third,SysteR AcqUisition or procurement and installation; and

)

fourth, System Operation. Arrangement of, theSe steps in
sequenc 'provides the, top level functional flow diagram. Note
that the box- labeled, System Operation" carries an Arabic one
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Defirraion

/

I

SysteM .

/ Acquisition

1

Sy'stqin

Operation

as its .numeical designatiOn; this/ is done in 'order to
emPhasize the `fact that'-reaching the' operational stage is 'the,
most importgnt..part of tiie, entire procesS. This means that
the process is a tool to get a,system into .operation in the,
most efficient way. Identificdfion of the boxes leadS to the'
logical ger4eration of first, second, and more subsidiary
functional.flowAdiagraMs/for each of the basic four functions.
Feedback or feed forward/ of ideas and. information occurs in)'

\ and at all of these teps d's those involved become more and('
more? -aware of what bey are doing. This arrangement
immediately leads to preliminary ideas of time schedules and
levels of effort. Application of this. process. leads rapidly
to a work breakdown strUcturet. identifying tasks :a that
individuals and small teams can easily .accomplish;, this
process requires multidisciplirary inputs, and it is expensive
as well_as'time con (ming.

Further detailed co ments on each of the four steps are in the
paragraphs ely below.

The first step s noted above is System Concept Formulation.
A recent announce ent--Ref. 12--of a. 1976 summer course on the
'analysis of urb n service systems contains the following,
instructive.and seful information: "...u.se (is made of) the
classid steps' of an operations research study:

\,

1)"'Define the problem . 2) specify objectives

\\
,

3) Define cri eria relating 41\ Specify alternatives
to:the pro lem.

5) Analyze:.a ternatives 6), Compare alternatives

7) Present r sults 8) Implement.recoMmendations.:
1, 1

. .

As used _her in-this. context,_ Step_7.1wouid_refer_to_briefing:EL-
for managem t and others as well.ase,he final report- Step 8
would' refer in this paper to th .other three steps in the
systems pro ess as defined here. (The Arabic numbers have. been
added by_t e author.)

. ,; ,.

It is -du ing the early part of 'Step 1 on Concept FoNulation
that goal .and objectives are sought, examined, weighed, and
stated.''n restated, interfacing with all levels of management
that ca n any-way contribute to the early establishment of
proble definition. One of the main elements of this first

t.,
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Step, is to write a scenario o the proposed operat-ion, be it..a
plan tp collect :-data at, an active volcano or the general
framework of a propOdal to deliver health care to all. This-''
document, howeves .b4ief, should 1:le produced at the_outset so-,
that the objeciVes and' preliminary, thong4t8 regakding
project can be'aSsembled to atimulate further :thinking. There, -
is no limit to human ingenu yi:'and'alAnvention as been said
to 'per-the ,correlation'of t e,previously:uncorrejdtcd, so this
activity .should be started. ,t the earliest... Needs ianalysis--
Ref. 4--and. requirements are studied- and agreed on, and lon(P-,,..
range planning is used if at 11 relevant.,..4ee Ref. 16.,

transition- problems from a present system, 'vr a new or
different one, are contetplat d, the interests of the existing
4generrati n a defined', aid escribed so that nothinglis los
in phas -out,of he activity. Preliminary .network. sChedul. s
are .also-set`up, and communic tiond.and training plansrdraf
for study. The requirements f of governmentpu t
be :identified and included. Legal, . social, and pol'tical
attitudes,, situations, condyiti na, and problems are identified
for contributions of,..Spe i .attention.,' If the 'overall
situation includes- techn toy and government,. theh the
technology must be coupl d to the political process in order
for transfer to occur. Soc °metric measurements of opinions
are included'if needed--Ref. 6. Existing and expected general
performance characteristics'of relevant hardware and, software
are' noted, along with items for special development or
res(rch effort. Decision theory and concepts. .of value are
akso drawn on:* Refs.. 8 and 14. Estimates of changes in
produativity are arsO made and included. Gradually, the
various proposed system configurations or alternatives become
more clear, and as they are .weighed against the current.
statements of objectives, their characteristics are defined
and qualified. Matrix methods of -analysis: and presentation
are useful at this point. This process leads to the use of
measures of effectiveness. (MOE), cost-benefit, and'. cost-
effectiveness- analysis that enable-the selection-ofthe more
attractive or..more practicable ,system configurations:., what
benefit at what cost? Some may be intangible--,-as in the more
efficient delivery of municipal services. Budget and other
fiscal estimates are -made to provide for advanced fiscal
planning. If a new databank and its related- automatic data
processing' (ADP) is to be set up for use by several
departments, 4 joint data management group should be planned
to define" in detail what is_to be_done_,__thus_anticipating
interdepartmental operating problems before they.arise later.
This process may lead . to.a new position, that,of Data Base
Manager. Refs. 15, 20, 21, and 22.

As an introduction to the available analytical.,tools, it may
be fobnd in Ref. 16 that "In examining complex problems, one
must recognize, the following classification. of elements
occurring repeatedly'n their solution through' the system
approaCh:

r
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'1) A set of decision and state variables

2) Aoptimization model

. 3) A measure of effectiveness

7
4) Generation of aliternatives and an .optimal solution

5). Policy;implementation",
.$

Seely, in Ref.17, provik% ..an 'ilitXoductidp -to ny
imtiortant aspects of Systems. an ysis"giVihg background for
application . of the classical methods. in .elec,trical and
mechanical ..systems that are, in simple cases; amenable to hand
solution. Discussion of matrix .and numerical methods is
included, leading-to computer- lem Solution. For tft more(
mathematically inclined, WymoTton(trihutes in Ref. 18 to the
definition of systems vigineeringas--vell as to .tool6 useful
in its practice, andlto'."...develOpritenit of. a general systems
theory." Ref. 19 provides. much useful information *on policy
formation. ,

Included also in the output of this stage is (a) the general
specifications, characteristics, and the required schedule of
the proposed .sYstem, and (b) details of' the operating'
characteristics and time.for development of a new piece of
hardware or software.

The output of `Step. Ids ,a document that' is the. basis for the
rest of the projectj the basis for a' Management decision to go-
ahead, to. seek 'anther avenue of .activity, or to Iodate -

another area for thlrapplication ofresources. Note Ref. 13,

Step, .2 in.the,114pcess'of system development is that of System
Definition. The Point of departbre or input is a set .of clear
statements--a. report that sayst."Db this" from Step 1citing
the general characteristics of the system that 'has been

idesignated, in Step 1. The output is a complete set of ,plans
and specifications for system procurement, installation,' and
operation. Realistic and detailed system configurations are
carefully examined in view of the available hard and
softwareif a computer is involved. Procurement,
installation, and operating costs and sch6dules are carefully
analyzed and compared with overall measures of effectiveness
specific real, estate, conStruction, and-regardoSts and febs
are analyzed, as iS'the,cost of capital. and the money market.
If it has not.been done'in Step' 1, and is needed, the consid-
eration of other ways -be. spend the money.involvqd should be
carried out here. A financial plan May be needed for- the
system that is finally selected so that the monies invested
may beidentified in relation to interest rates and rates of
capital recovery. System output is compared with the current
statement of needs, objectives, and requirements so that\,:the
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system as it eventually operate will be functionally useful.
and-cost, effective': fp May b found, in. this_ step, that
development of specific oompon se are required;" the wocess
described in Step lfis then applied to,this problem so that
project scheclules drktiet... The preliminary'network.schedulde
,for system operation froM steiD.1:are reexamined and modifilp
if required.. in vieVi:'of tbe latesi objectives-and managemerit

training from 'Step '1:areupdate -6114 refilled;i9 view of the01

requirements:. 'PrreliminarT plans for ,..personnel. and qieir

final system definition. as'developed..in Step 2. All machine
and 'Man-machitie interfakes must 'be _clearly Identifiedand '
'probleMs anticipated., and resolved. System reljat2ility may be'
estimated from, component contributions. See ffef. 14 for an
introduction-to.reliabflit'y ma.t.ters.' . , .-

4 .

Those who have participated in Step of-the process should
retain.some connection with the project through the next atwod.
steps as they Understand the reasons underlying-the selection
of'the configuration that.i.Sthe'output of this step6.-

d , . 1

Step -le' Systems Acquisition, is that/ phase of the entire
program where the procurement:of tquipmeritstarts, leading to
site acquisition, construction, installation, and any required
interconnection. If the ,system is of wide extent
geographically, individual site schedules must be coordinated.,
with' plans cor initial regional or overall operation.
Har4ware' and software delivery, installation, and debugging. ,

must -be correlated with the availability of'sites;,:' Plans for
required personnel and their fraining mustbe coordinated wite
Site occupation and equipment delivery. Master Milestone
schedules must be kept up to date, supported, if necessary by'
PERT-cost or other compdrable management networks. Interfaces
between.men and machines and between machines must be detailed
down to the last wire, cable, and operating prodedure in order
'to leave as few problems as possible for the operations people
since they have trouble enough in new system, shakedown.
Wiring diagrams and instdction° Manuals. must be, carried to the
final drafts and printing as well -as-adequate distribution so'
that instructional materials will be ready when needed.
Special attention must be given to 'the needs of the general
pUblic if the system. interfaces_with large segments of the.'

t

popul tion; cqmplq,te and-adequate publicity myst.. be. 'provided
Oith, suffItient lead time so that problemsof acceptabilitY_
and use can be identified and resolved well in advance of the A
time -when they' could become icute.., The interfaces between.
special' professional groups,. minorities, .end government

. agencies must receive attention also, possibly by the use' of
specially trained intermeddaries. The output of-thi's step is.
an dperating system, and the transition between this and the
final step of System Operation must be more carefully timed
than that between'any of the other preceding steps.
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The last-,phase of the four-steptprogrom is-that of System.
\-0 eration; and.as noted bove,,,is t be entered gradgally so
that extensive coordination ,with al _involved can take pdace
spobthly. Fewi'.:. any large scale systems enter'.thiS-.phase
Without somedisruption, and it is t e b_aj'at .obje'itive.of s
steep to minimize tr10effects of 11 -antsicitz.iated :'- and..re Amanticdpated events, In additiont.t he proper functioningof the system itself; continuing a muSt be devoted to

.

,.
the, interfacing rob ems with',.=, Ir2enefraIr. liQ- sinee.

lgeberal ,eri ctivenets will be.rjuAgod,:
. .on th0' basis. As _the sySteM'Trodbally becomes.operlatiot2a4"

during 'Step 3,' feedback and feed forward Will-b,egin td' occur_ ;'
and if the system is Jorge, especially tTained individlials wp'..
have a good overall knowl dger-Of the system should be OroVideer:-

1

to foster. Whs. Port$n of -the _proceSs4 in This way, m'any,
situations can be identif.ed before they
internally.. and with the general,Public. ,As the operation of
the systeM becomesmo.re,and more self-sustaining, the systems.design and development people begin-to devote eir attention
to the next generation of, refinement, andthe next era of theSystems. Process StIrts.Some of these' people ould be made
available for advice and consultation-, with those in..,-operations, however. '

-/tiimita'tions of the Systems Process
,4'.

This process, or any, ether for th t,matter, is only as good asits inputs, assumptions', and the i sights of those:who.do thework. .Jt. is not a
.

panacea for the. constant, diligent, and '-r-____,
painstaking seeking and.verifying, of fotts and )5b)eCtiyes
Parker, on 'page ,15f Reference 1, provides On excellent \summary Of the systems ProtesS in the table below,' -

,

Summary
. r G

?The systems process. appears to this writer as a continuing
specificationgof ignorance and the associated activity ofremedying this situation. Iv A more `conventional View .is that
this process is an' activity of. a,. number- :Of. people ..who
individually an colleCtively engage in a :continuin4
examin tion of problems and their related objectives, the

o
,

,generat n of alternative ways
,,

and means of reaching these
objecti s, and the selection of the nAt sEtrOctiveon. a

________costz_-_effe.ctive bas-i-s;,---,--liopefully- tempere thraughout-Hoy
operatonal'judgment and some in-tuition. .line' utput may be, a
report. that recommends. a; specific. course of` action to

,management, -a document that recommends a selecteddesign over
others that have been considered, or actual'systeM activation...;-
From an overall point of view, the systems procesS.is one that',:l
enables tncise .carrying it on and those xeceivingits:output to
narrow- the areas of the oppliCation.of ,judgments and ,to:.,f6cut
-more clearly on- the basic issu'es-invOlVed.-_As-in'011 *Almon- ..

: ,activity.. this .. process cannot .loe -. . for. direct4
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EXHIBIT D-1

Capabilitidts and Limitations Systems Analysis*.

Systems Analysis' Can Byhtems'Analysis Cannot

1. Select from a wide yeti,- 1, ,iovide a simplistic set of
ety, of proved techniques' procedmres:to arrive at,incon-
those that are likely to pro-. teStablyddclusions.
wide possible solution of a.
Problem.

2. .Accomplish clearly de-.
Iined $0d limited objectives
with.ahigh probability of

results.

3. Over the ion? term,.
build an inventory of teite-d.
methods to ,use in complex
'areas of policy and manage-
ment.;

2'. Do everything at once within
available funds and manp&wer.
But it can help in establishing
a set of priorities' and plans.`'
for future work.

3. Guarantee the 11.sfqr-
ability of techniquescleveloped
in other subject:domains. The
development or,modified tool
will take effort.

4, 'Rrod.uce models ofone or. 4. Provide, necessarily, a.
more aspects of complex prob-7 complete'or coMpletely-inte-'
lems which cam be Nalidated'. grated model of a_compVex domain,
'and, in some cases,-combine But attempts shOuld be made to
with 'other models to give integrate models' whenever possi-
in0eased apalytical capa- ble. --___, .

bility.. _

5. Ptovide greater under-,
standing of_alternativesand
their consequences to assist
Management in making deci-
.Sions.

6. -Help to focus political
debate on the merits of
feasible alternatives/.

.5. Replace judgme t. But it:
can provide a pagi fqr making
better intormed j gments.

(t-

6. Replace the political pro-
Ce'ss. It can'however, help to

$ inform it and', eo the extent
that knowledge is valuable,
improve it.

.
. .

7. Analyze problems in terms T. Provide avalue system4Pr a
of oneormare sets of set of.values that definitely

.

valueS,.once they'are identi- implies -objectives to(be satis-
fied and defined.find fied. . (

8. Increase the capability 8. Prodiice.M ximally uSefur
of.an otganization to accom- results wittybut active an4=dcon7
plish-its objectives. tinuinq part(itipatiOn of the

0 .

4 client organization ...
,

,,,

VSourCe: Marvin Adelson, "The Systems APProach--A Re spectiVe,"-
SDC Magazine, October 1966,'p.-3.-
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confrontation with the details of the subject norstor the hard
work necessary to expose these details. One thing is.certain;_
the application of the systems process educates and sharpens
the perceptions of those who.apOly it.

The following list of refeKences may prove useful to the
reader who is,contemplating the systems process for -the -.first
time.

1. John_ K. Parker, Introduction to Systems Analysis, p. 1,
Report No. 298 of the Management Informatipn Service,
International City Managers Assoc., 1140 Connecticut Ave.,
Wash. D.C. 20036.

2. Richard J. Johns, What is Blunting the Impact of
Engineering on Hospitals? Proc IEEE Vol. 57, No. 11, Nov.
1969, p. 1825, ladt line, first column.

.

. 3. '. Henrik Bode, et al., The Education of. a, Scientific Ap
Generalist, Science, Vol. 109 3 June 1949, pp. 553-558_

4. Arthur D. Hall, A Methodology for Systems Engineering, D.
VanNostrand Company; Inc., Princeton, 1965.

5. ---, A ,3-D Morphology of Systems Engineering, IEEE.
Transactions, Systems Science and Cybernetics Group, April
196 .

! .

6. 5. . Stevens, PSychophysics and Social Scaling, General
Let ing Press, Morristown, NJ, 1972.

7...B.O. Koopman, Fallacies in OperatiOns Research, J.
.Operations Research Society, Aug. 1956, pp. 442-426. Also
the corn ents by Charles Hitch following this article.

8. Myron Tribus, Rational Description, Decisions and Design,.
Pergamon Press, New York, 1969.

9. Defense Systems Resources, Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. .Goveinment printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402,
$1

10. Guide Book for Systenis Analysis/Cost EffectiVeness, U.S.
Arlin/ Electronics. CoMmand, Mar. 1969. Available from the
National Technical. Information Service, Springfield, VA
22161.

11. Daniel Seligman, McNamar
Fortun, e, July 1965, p. 117 f

12. Announcement of, Summer Session, Analysis of Urban Service
Systems, Course 11.64s to be held 23-27 August 1976, at
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'the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 77 Mass. ,Ave.,
Cambridge, MA.-

.13.IA typical table. of contents of a report to reflect what
has been done' is the following:

I. Introduction
General statements in this section are, about the
background, setting, and expectatians of the
proposed system.

II. Statement of the Problem
What is it that absorbs the resources

III. Discussion
Why do it this way, why do it now,, and why do it
at all?

IV. Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations

V. Summary.

Appendices

A Data, Its Processing; and Analysis
B Mathematical,Dervations

C Others as needed...

Theriginal framework for this report started from this
autline, which, was modified to include specifically
relevant sections as the .subject was developed.

14.1Siddall, James N., Analytical Decision Making in
Engineering Design, Prentice-Hall, EngleWood Cliffs, NJ;
1972. Bibliographies and Fortran program listings may.be
found'in this book.

15. Attention is invited to the activity of t e Regional
Information Systems ,Department, Lane County, Eugene,
Oregon, that produced the Telecommunications Data
Management System (TCDMS) . This many ,user 'system is an
on-line multiterminal operation that was developed under
tl.he direction of Paul Weber, phone .(503) 687-4370. This'.
work ,Was done with support from the Urban Information
Systems Inter-Agenay-Committee (USAC), U.S. Department of-
Housing and Urban Development. The TCDMS program and
documentation is available from the Computer SerVices
Division, National .Technical-, Information. Service,
Springfield, VA 22161.. See Ref.20.

16..Aguilar, Rodolfo J., Systems Analysis and Design, pp. 5-'6,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1973. .The topics in
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this book include systems analysis, synthesis, and design
in engineering, architecture, construction, and planning.
Bibliographies are at the end of each chapter.

17. Seely, Samuel, A Introduction to Engineering System, p.
vii, Pergamon Press, New York, 1972. This book is divided
into four parts:. Models and Modeling,' Interconnected
Systems, Systems Response, and Selected Topics. The, two
column index is on 9-1/2 pages; 31 references are
included.

18. Wymore, A. Wayne, A Mathematical Theory of Systems
Engineering--The Eletents, p. v, John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., New York, 1967.

19. Kraemer, Kenneth L.; Policy Analysis in Local Government,
International City Managers Association, 1140 Conn. Ave.',
Washington, D.C. 20036, 1973. "This work pulls together
various concepts, mettiodologies, experiencies, techniques
and issues involved in the application of systematic
analysis to urban public policy." Since ,policy may be
regarded as a guide to action, this book is of use to a
broader audience.

20. Nolan, Richard L., Computer Data Bases: the fu-ture is now,
Harvard Business Review, ,Sept.-Oct., 1973, pp. 98'-114."The author's purpose here is to clarify for top
management the essential facts about the nature of a database, its construction and administration, in such a way
that top managers can grapple with th,e notion and guidelower levels of, management, especially in the EDP
Department, to a standard of operations that is adequateto the company's need. for management information." SeeRef. 15.

21. Lyon, John K., The Data Base Administrator,.John Wiley &
Sons, New York, 1975. From the author's. preface, it isfound that "Ideally, this book is written'for enterprisemanagers in the hope that they will be persuaded torecognize that the database is too valuable to be left
unmanaged and, more important, that it is manageable.
Pragmatically, the book is written for database
administrators, designers, and data processing managerswith whom the responsibility for the database ultimately
residds."

. Meadow, Charles T., Applied Data Management, John Wiley &
'Sons, New Yotk, 1976. This 'book is concerned' with a
,relatively "...new branch of the computing profession..."
that of computer organizing' of data, its storage and
retrieval, the entering of new data, and the modification
of data that is in the files. An overview of the field is
included, -as is a short tutorial on operating systems,,
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leading to data structures, data storage, the positioning
and sequencing of data elements, file processing, and data
communications. The following more general problems are
also covered: the user interface, information systems,
network-based data management, and privacy-confidentiality
matters..

,
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